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COACHING STAFF 
Sion Brinn 
Head Coach First Year 
While Sion Brinn is in just his first season as head coach at Wright State and 
sixth season with the program overall, his numerous experiences in swimming 
have taken him all around the globe. 
Brinn has been instrumental in the success that the Raiders have enjoyed 
over the past five years. Last year's men's squad won their third straight Horizon 
League title and has also won one other crown during Brinn's tenure. On the 
women's side, WSU has finished first or second every year Brinn has been part of 
the program, including three consecutive League crowns. Along with the team 
success, the women have claimed 43 individual League titles during that span and hold eight current 
League records while the men have won 38 titles and hold seven records. 
Born in Kingston, Jamaica, Brinn competed for that nation in the 1996 games in Atlanta, finishing 12th 
in the l 00 meter freestyle. He then competed for Great Britain in the 2000 Olympic Games in Sydney, 
Australia as part of the 400 medley relay team, finishing eighth, and the 400 free relay team, placing 
ninth. Brinn was also the 1996 U.S. Open champion in the 50 and l 00 free and was runner-up in the World 
Cup sprint category in 1997. 
Brinn began his collegiate career at Indian River Junior College in Fort Pierce, Florida, where he 
competed from 1991-93 and was a 12-time junior college national champion. He then transferred to 
Louisiana State University where he was an All-American in both 1994 and 1995. 
Over the past eight years, Brinn has conducted many swim camps and stroke clinics along with 
competing as a world-ranked swimmer. 
Brinn graduated from LSU in 1996 with a degree in kinesiology. He currently resides in Dayton. 
Mindy Ickes 
Assistant Swimming Coach Third Year 
Mindy Ickes may be in only her third season as part of the Raiders coaching 
staff, but she is definitely a veteran when it comes to Wright State and the 
swimming and diving program. 
Ickes competed for the Raiders from 1997-2001, receiving the team Raider 
Award as a senior and finishing 12th in the 1650 free and 15th in the 200 breast 
at the Midwestern Collegiate Conference meet that year. 
As a junior, Ickes placed fourth in the 1650 free, seventh in the 500 free and 
nine in the l 00 breast at the MCC Championships. Ickes also posted the team's 
second-best times in the 500, 1000 and 1650 free that season. 
During her sophomore year, Ickes was part of the 800 free relay team that finished as the MCC runner­
up. 
A Fremont, Ohio, native and graduate of Ross High School, Ickes was an all-district, all-state and an 
NISCA All-American with the Little Giants. She set school records in the 100 breast, 200 IM and 500 free 
and was part of three record-setting relay teams. 
Formerly the head swimming coach at Beavercreek High School, Ickes has also held postions at 
Miami Valley Hospital and the Woodhaven Swim and Tennis Club. She has also earned certification in 
First Aid, CPR, AED and lifeguarding. 
Ickes received her B.A. in health and physical education from WSU in 2002 and her M .Ed . in Health 
Promotion and Education from the University of Cincinnati in 2004. 
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COACHING STAFF 
LiyiWang 
Head Diving Coach 15th Year 
Head diving coach Liyi Wang has made some 
indelible marks in his 14 seasons at Wright State. In 
1991-92, he coached the North Star Conference 
Diver of the Year, Jodi Train, and helped her earn 
1993 Mid-Continent Conference Female Diver of 
the Year honors as well. In 1994, Amy Hutchinson 
was the Mid-Continent Conference's Female Diver 
of the Year and then won the same award in the 
MCC in 1995. 
In 1997, Jared Bitner and Karen Lesh were named as the MCC Divers of 
the Meet for the men and women, respectively. The tradition continued in 
2002 as Roberta Borkowski was selected as the MCC Diver of the Meet and 
Trevor Downing was chosen as the Horizon League Co-Diver of the Meet. 
Prior to coming to WSU, Wang was an assistant diving coach at Princeton 
University for two years. Born in Shanghai, Wang was an accomplished diver 
himself as a member of the Shanghai diving team from 1960 to 1971, earning 
fourth place in the 1965 Chinese National Games. Wang then coached the 
Shanghai divers for six years and spent l O years at the helm of China's 
national team when three of his female divers were World Cup champions. Wang also led China's 
Olympic squads in 1980, 1984 and 1988. 
Wang graduated from the Shanghai Physical Education Institute in 1966. He was awarded the 
Chinese All-Sports Honorable Award, which is the highest award given by the Chinese Sports Federation. 
Wang resides in Dayton with his son, Pei Chang Wang. 
Harold Miller 
Assistant Diving Coach 16th Year 
Harold Miller has definitely played a 
major role in the development of the 
Wright State swimming and diving pro­
gram. 
After a stint as head coach from 
1973-80, Miller enters his 16th season as 
the Raiders' assistant diving coach. 
Miller started the Dayton Raiders diving 
c lub in 1973 and has coached l l All­
Americans, two YMCA National Champions and one National 
Junior Olympic Champion. 
In 2003, Miller was the recipient of the athletic department's 
Angelo "Tony" Tononi Award, which is presented to someone 
who has contributed above and beyond through the years. 
As assistant diving coach, he is responsible for many tasks of 
both the swimming and diving programs. 
The father of former Raider standout Rick Miller, Harold and 
his wife, Kay, live in Centerville. 
NCAA Division I Qualifiers 
Amanda Dieter Year Event 
1993 100 Back 
1993 50 Free 
1993 100 Free 
1994 50 Free 
1994 100 Free 
Amy Hutchinson Year Event 
1995 l m.Dive 
1995 3m. Dive 
1995 10m. Dive 
Justin Thornton Year Event 
1999 100 Bock 
1999 200 Back 
1999 200 IM 




'Raf ae[ Canaiao 
Senion • anas11111 
DciD• llnzil 
2004-05: Horizon League champion in the l 00 and 
200 breast ... finished seventh in the 200 individual 
medley at the League meet ... member of the 400 
free and 200 medley squads that set new League 
and school marks ... part of the 800 free relay squad 
that set a new school record in winning a League 
title and the 400 medley relay team that placed 
second .. . set a new pool record in the 200 breast 
against Oakland ... posted team's top time in the 
l 00 and 200 breast and third-best in the 200 indi­
vidual medley ... part of WSU's top 400 free, 800 
free, 200 medley and 400 medley relay squads. 
2003-04: Named as the Horizon League Newcomer 
of the Year ... Horizon League champion in both the 
100 and 200 breast...placed 10th in the 200 indi­
vidual medley at the Horizon League meet...part 
of the 200 medley relay team that won a league 
title, the 400 medley relay team that finished sec­
ond and the 800 free relay that was third ... posted 
team 's top times in the l 00 and 200 breast, second­
best in the 200 individual medley and third in the 
400 individual medley .. . part of WSU 's top 800 free, 
200 medley and 400 medley relay teams. 
2002-03: Did not compete. 
Prep: Won the 50 and l 00 breast competitions at 
the 2002 Brazilian swim national cup ... holds school 
records in the 50 and l 00 breast.. .also competed in 
soccer as a midfielder. 
Personal: Born Rafael M. Candido on October 28, 
1982 ... is the son of Ricardo and Ana Candido and 
has one brother and one sister. 
Candido's Career Best Times 
100 Breast: 56.03 200 IM: 1 :54.43 
200 Breast: 2:03.39 
'£{vis Ciriiovic 
2004-05: Horizon League champion in the l 00 free and 
set a new League and school record in the preliminaries 
of that event... finished second in the 50 free at the 
League meet ... member of the 400 free and 200 medley 
squads that set new League and school marks and the 
200 free relay team that placed second while setting a 
new school record ... set a new pool record in the 50free 
against Wittenberg ... posted team's top time in the 50 
free and l 00 free ... part of WSU 's top 200 free, 400 free 
and 200 medley relay squads ... named to the Horizon 
League 's All-Academic Team ... selected to the league's 
academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Named as the Don Mohr WSU Male Athlete of 
the Year ... team co-MVP ... won the 50free at the Horizon 
League meet and set a new league and school record 
in the preliminaries .. . won the 100 free and set a new 
league record in the preliminaries ... finished fourth in the 
l 00 fly ... part of the 200 free relay team that set a new 
league and school record ... member of the 400 free and 
200 medley relay teams that won league titles and the 
400 medley relay team that placed second ... posted 
team's top times in the 50 and l 00 free along with the 
l00fly ... partofthetop 200and 400free and 200 and 400 
medley relay teams ... selected to the league's aca­
demic honor roll. 
2002-03: Finished third in the l 00 free, sixth in the 50 free 
and ninth in the l 00 fly at the Horizon League meet ... part 
of the 200 free relay team that set a new league 
record ... member of the 400 medley relay and 400 free 
relay teams that placed second at the league meet 
and the 800 free relay team that finished third ... part of 
200 free relay that set a WSU pool record against 
Wittenberg ... posted team 's top time in the 100 free, 
second in the l 00 fly and third in the 50 free . 
Personal: Born Elvis Cirikovic on April 12, 1982 ... is the son 
of Dzafer and Sevdija Cirikovic and has one brother and 
one sister. 
Cirikovic's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 20.20 100 Fly: 49.68 
100 Free: 44.41 
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.'A.my Cron 
2004-05: Finished second in the l 00 fly, third in the 
l 00 back and fourth in the 200 back at the Horizon 
League meet .. . member of the 200 medley relay 
squad that placed second at the league meet 
and the 400 medley relay team that finished 
third ... posted team's top time in the 100 and 200 
back and the 100 fly ... part of WSU's top 200 and 
400 medley relay squads ... selected to the league 's 
academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Placed third in the l 00 fly, fourth in the l 00 
back and fifth in the 200 back at the Horizon 
League meet...part of the 200 and 400 medley 
relay teams that set new league and school 
records ... recorded WSU's top times in the 100 and 
200 back and was second in the l 00 fly ... part of the 
top 200 and 400 medley relay team and the sec­
ond-best 200 free relay team .. . selected to the 
league's academic honor roll. 
2002:-03: Finished third in the l 00 and 200 back and 
fourth in the 100 fly at the league meet.. .member 
of the 200 medley relay team that set a new 
Horizon League and school record ... part of the 400 
medley relay team that placed second at the 
league meet...posted team's top times in the 100 
and 200 back and second-best in the l 00 fly. 
Prep: Named All-Western Buckeye League and All ­
Lima Area all four years ... three-time All-Northwest 
District and twice all-state ... holds school records in 
six different events ... won the league title in the 
butterfly and backstroke as a junior and senior. 
Personal: Born Amy Lynette Cron on January 6, 
1984 ... is the daughter of Charles and Nancy Cron 
and has two brothers. 
Cron's Career Best Times 
100 Fly: 56. 99 200 Back: 2:05.97 
100 Back: 57.84 
'Brittiany Czocfi 
.............. s: .. 11••· 
lllsftawaka.lNlPenn 
2004-05: Set a new Horizon League record in 
winning the 200 fly ... finished second in the 500 
free and third in the 200 free at the League 
meet... member of the 800 free relay squad 
that placed second and the 400 free relay 
team that was third .. . posted team's top time 
in the 200 fly, second-best in the 200 and 500 
free and third-best in the l 00 fly ... part of WSU 's 
top 400 and 800 free relay squads. 
Prep: Team captain and MVP as a senior .. . four­
time AII-NIC honoree ... team MVP as a fresh­
man as she finished 11th in the 500 free at the 
state meet and 19th in the l 00 fly ... won sec­
tional titles in both the l 00 fly and 500 free as a 
freshman and in the 100 fly as a junior ... holds 
school record in the 500 free. 
Personal: Born Brittiany Jean Czoch on May 21, 
1986 ... is the daughter of Kip and Babette Czoch 
and has one sister. 
Czoch's Career Best Times 
100 Fly: 58.89 500 Free: 5:02.11 
200 Fly: 2:04.45 
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1Jani 1Ji::M.asso 
2004-05: Finished 12th in the one-meter and l 3th 
in the three-meter competitions at the Horizon 
League meet ... recorded team's second-best 
score in the three-meter, six dive event and 
third-best in the one-meter, six dive and three­
meter, 11 dive events ... selected to the league's 
academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Finished 11 th in the l meter diving and 
12th in the 3 meter diving competitions at the 
Horizon League meet...posted team's third­
best score in both events. 
Prep: Placed 12th in the Division I state meet as 
a senior after finishing fourth in the districts and 
second in the Greater Miami Conference ... aca­
demic all-conference ... also lettered in track. 
Personal: Born Daniella Catherine DiMasso on 
October 16, 1985 ... is the daughter of Dennis 
and Kari DiMasso and has one brother and 
three sisters. 
DiMasso's Career Best Scores 
1 m. (6 dives): 252.52 




2004-05: Team MVP ... Horizon League champion in both 
the 200 and 400 individual medleys and was second in 
the 200 breast ... member of the 400 free relay team that 
set new League and school marks, the 800 free relay 
squad that set a new school record in winning a League 
title and the 200 free relay team that set a new school 
record ... part of the 400 medley relay squad that also 
placed second ... posted team's top time in the 200 and 
400 individual medleys and second-best in the 200 free 
and 200 breast.. .part of WSU's top 200 free, 400 free, 
800 free and 400 medley relay squads. 
2003-04: Co-MVP ... won a league title in the 400 indi­
vidual medley ... finished second in the 200 individual 
medley preliminaries of the league meet ... placed sec­
ond in the 200 breast...part of the 400 free relay team 
that won a league title and the 800 free relay team that 
was third ... named to the academic All-Horizon League 
team ... selected to the league's academic honor roll. 
2002-03: Selected as the Horizon League's Newcomer 
of the Year ... named team MVP ... finished second in the 
200 breast and 400 individual medley and third in the 
200 individual medley at the league meet .. . part of the 
400 free relay team that placed second ... posted WSU's 
top times in the 200 breast along with the 200 and 400 
individual medley. 
Prep: Team MVP as he finished eighth in the 200 indi­
vidual medley and seventh in the l 00 breast at the state 
championship as a senior ... holds school records in those 
two events along with the 200 and 500 free .. . placed 
sixth at the Central Zone meet in the 200 ind ividual 
medley. 
Personal: Born Aleksei Vladimir Doi gov on June 30, 1984 ... is 
the son of Vladimir and Svetlana Dolgov and has one 
brother. 
Dolgov's Career Best Times 
200 Breast: 2:04.47 400 IM: 3:59.81 
200 IM: 1 :50.42 
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'Racfie[ 'Ear{y ..'Aaron 'Eckstein 
2004-05: Recipient of team 's Most Improved 
Award .. . finished seventh in both the 200 back 
and the 400 individual medley and ninth in the 
l 00 back at the Horizon League meet ... posted 
team 's second-best time in the l 00 and 200 
back along with the 400 individual medley ... 
selected to the league 's academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Placed 11 th in the 200 back and 400 IM 
at the league meet.. .recorded team 's sec­
ond-best time in the 400 IM and third in the 200 
breast.. .selected to the league's academic 
honor roll. 
2002-03: Finished ninth in the l 00 back and 11 th 
in both the l 00 fly and 200 back at the Horizon 
League meet.. .posted team 's third-best t ime in 
the l 00 bac k. 
Prep: Competed in the state meet all four years 
for the Beavers ... qualified for YMCA Nationals. 
Personal: Born Rachel Elizabeth Early on March 
20, 1984 .. . is the daughter of Ruth Spence and 
has one brother and one sister. 
2004-05: Finished second in the 200 back and 
fifth in both the l 000 free and the 400 individual 
medley at the Horizon League meet.. . posted 
team's top time in the 200 back, second-best 
in the l 000 free and 400 individual medley and 
third-best in the l 00 back. 
Prep: T earn MVP all four years and captain as a 
junior and senior ... placed fourth in the 500 free 
and 11th in the 200 free in the state meet as a 
senior ... holds eight school records. 
Personal: Born Aaron Michael Eckstein on Au­
gust l, 1985 .. . is the son of Rodney and Sandy 
Eckstein and has one brother and one sister .. . 
sister Allison competed for the Raiders from 
2000-04. 
Early's Career Best Times 
100 Back: 59.42 100 Fly: l :00.25 
200 Back: 2:08.23 400 IM: 4:39.00 
Eckstein 's Career Best Times 
200 Back 1 :50.19 500 Free: 4:40.79 
200 Free: 1:45.08 400 IM: 4:04.71 
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Wi{[ 'Efiresman 
lluniott • l'ree 
Lafaye«-. lllfJefferson 
2004-05: Finished third in the 200 and 1650 free 
and seventh in the l 000 free at the Horizon 
League meet ... member of the 800 free relay 
squad that set a new school record in winning 
a League title ... posted team's second-best 
time in the 1650 free and third-best in the 200 
free and l 000 free ... part of WSU 's top 800 free 
relay squad . 
2003-04: League champion in the 1650 
free ... finished fifth in the 500 free, seventh in the 
l 000 free at the league meet ... part of the 800 
free relay team that placed third ... posted WSU 's 
top time in the 1650 free, second-best in the 500 
free and third in the 1000 free ... part of the top 
800 free relay team. 
Prep: Four-year letterwinner .. . three-time MVP 
and twice selected all-conference ... finished 
third in the 500 free and seventh in the l 00 fly at 
the state meet as a senior ... holds school record 
in the l 00 fly . 
Personal: Born William Laurence Christian 
Ehresman on October 21, 1984 ... is the son of 
Steve and Doreen Ehresman and has one sis­
ter. 
Ehresman's Career Best Times 
200 Free: 1:41.73 1000 Free: 9:34.48 
500 Free: 4:37.50 1650 Free: 15:54.39 
'Dan jCeci 
2004-05: Recipient of team's Most Improved 
Award ... finished third in the 100 breast eighth 
in the 200 breast and 14th in the 50 free at the 
Horizon League meet.. .posted team's third­
best time in the l 00 and 200 breast. 
2003-04: Finished eighth in the l 00 breast and 
15th in the 200 breast at the league meet... 
recorded WSU 's third-besttime in the l 00 breast. 
2002-03: Placed 13th in the l 00 breast 14th in the 
200 breast and 22nd in the 50 free at the Horizon 
League meet ... posted team's third-best time in 
the l 00 breast. 
Prep: Named the Swimmer of the Year by the 
Lima Area Swim Coaches Association as a 
senior .. .First Team All-Western Buckeye League 
as a senior as he set a league meet record in 
the l 00 breast and also won the 200 individual 
medley ... 20th in the 100 breast at the state 
meet .. . YMCA national qualifier in the l 00 breast 
and 50 free. 
Personal: Born Daniel Nicholas Fleck on May 4, 
1984 ... is the son of Nick and Jane Fleck and has 
three sisters. 
Fleck's Career Best Times 
100 Breast: 58.27 50 Free: 21.81 
200 Breast: 2:09.29 
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Xristi jox Crysta{ (jrinstead 
2004-05: Finished third in the l 000 free and fifth 
in both the 500 and 1650 free at the Horizon 
League meet ... posted team's second-best 
time in the 1000 and 1650 free. 
Prep: Competed in the 200 and 500 free for the 
Highlanders .. . holds school records in the 200 
medley and 200 and 400 free relays. 
Personal: Born Kristi Lee Fox on October 21, 
1985 ... is the daughter of Richard and Ginny Fox 
and has one brother. 
2004-05: Finished ninth in the three-meter and 
l 0th in the one-meter competitions at the Hori­
zon League meet ... recorded team's top score 
in the three-meter, six dive event and second­
best in the one-meter, six dive and three-meter, 
l l dive events. 
2003-04: Recipient of team's Most Improved 
Award. .. finished sixth in both the one-meter 
and three-meter at UIC. 
Prep: Four-year letterwinner .. . team captain and 
most valuable diver as a senior ... state con­
tender her junior and senior seasons ... holds 
school 's six and l l dive marks ... also lettered all 
four years in track, competing in the pole vault 
and hurdles. 
Personal: Born Crystal Jean Grinstead on March 
25, 1985 ... is the daughter of Kent and Helen 
Grinstead and has two brothers. 
Fox's Career Best Times 
200 Free: 1:57.32 1000 Free: 10:28.73 
500 Free: 5:06.36 1650 Free: 17:44.98 
Grinstead's Career Best Scores 
1 m. (6 dives): 229.65 
3 m. (6 dives): 256.73 





2004-05: Finished l 3th in the 400 individual med­
ley, 14th in the l 00 back and 15th in the 200 back 
at the Horizon League meet .. . posted team 's 
third-best time in the l 00 back .. . selected to the 
league 's academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Finished l 0th in the 200 back and 11 th in 
the l 00 back at the league meet ... posted 
team's third-best time in the l 00 back. 
Prep: Three-time team MVP and team captain 
as a junior and senior ... All-Northeast Hoosier 
Conference as a senior .. . sectional champion 
in the 200 IM ... part of 200 free and medley relay 
teams that advanced to state in 2003 .. . holds 
five individual school records .. . also lettered in 
cross country and track. 
Personal: Born Andrea Lynn Hess on October 
27, 1984 ... is the daughter of Jeff and Lana Hess 
and has four brothers and three sisters. 
Hess' Career Best Times 
100 Back: 59.60 400 IM: 4:35.60 
200 IM: 2:08,84 
'Ryan Xe{Cerman 
2004-05: Did not compete. 
2003-04: Horizon League champion in the 
three-meter competition and placed third in 
the one-meter ... WSU 's top performer in both 
the one-meter (six dives) and three-meter (six 
and 11 dives) events. 
2002-03: Finished second in the three-meter 
and fifth in the one-meter competitions at the 
Horizon League meet ... WSU 'stop performer in 
the one-meter (six dives) and three-meter (11 
dives) events and was second in the other two 
events ( one meter, l l dives and three-meter, 
six dives). 
Prep: Four-year team captain and MVP for the 
Crusaders ... also lettered in soccer as a de­
fender and in track as he competed in the pole 
vault. 
Personal: Born Ryan Patrick Kellerman on De­
cember 15, 1983 ... is the son of Jeff and Cathy 
Kellerman and has one brother and one sister. 
Kellerman's Career Best Scores 
1 m. (6 dives): 293.55 3 m. (6 dives) 296.63 
1 m . (1 1 d ives): 497.80 3 m. (11 d ives): 439.45 
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'Ryan XCasmeier Scott Lang 
2004-05: Finished second in the 200 fly, fourth 
in the l 00 fly and seventh in the 500 free at the 
Horizon League meet.. .selected to the league's 
academic honor roll. .. posted team's top time 
in the l 00 fly, second-best in the 200 fly and 
third-best in the 500 free. 
2003-04: Placed fourth in the 200 fly, 11 th in the 
l 00 fly and l 5th in the 500 free at the league 
meet ... recorded WSU 's second-best time in the 
200 fly and third in the l 00 fly. 
Prep: Two-time All-American in the l 00 fly and 
the 200 medley relay .. . finished fifth in the state 
in the l 00 fly .. . placed third in the 200 fly at USS 
sectionals ... five-time All-Great Miami Confer-
ence honoree .. . set school records in the l 00 fly 
and 200 medley relay ... also lettered in water 
polo. 
Personal: Born Ryan Joseph Klasmeier on Sep­
tember 27, 1984 .. . is the son of John and Sue 
Klasmeier and has one brother and one sister. 
Klasmeier's Career Best Times 
100 Fly: 49.85 500 Free: 4:39.10 
200 Fly: l :51.48 
2004-05: Named the Horizon League Swimmer 
of the Meet and Newcomer of the Year ... set a 
new League and school record in winning the 
l 000 free ... Horizon League champion in the 500 
and 1650 free ... posted team 's top time in the 
500, l 000 and 1650 free. 
Prep: All-American in the 500 free and honor­
able mention All-American in the 200 free ... team 
MVP as a junior as he was state champion in the 
200 and 500 free ... holds four school records .. . 
also competed in cross country and tennis. 
Personal: Born Scott Ross Lang on September 
30, 1985 .. . is the son of Jerry and Betsy Lang and 
has one sister. 
Lang's Career Best Times 
500 Free: 4:28.64 1650 Free: 15:46.66 
1000 Free: 9:22.92 




Junior • Bac:REne 
......... Wl/fftHnestead 
2004-05: Set new Horizon League and school 2004-05: Finished seventh in the 200 free, l 0th 
in the 200 back and l 3th in the 200 individual 
medley at the Horizon League meet ... member 
of the 800 free relay squad that placed see­
ond at the League meet... posted team's third­
best time in the 200 back ... part of WSU 's top 
800 free relay squad ... selected to the league's 
academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Finished third in the 200 free and ninth 
in the 200 back at the Horizon League meet... 
part of the 400 free relay that set a new league 
record ... posted team's third-best time in the 
200 free and 200 back. 
Prep: All-American as a senior ... North Shore 
Conference champion in the l 00 back and 
200 IM as a senior .. . won l 00 back sectional title 
in 2001 and 2002 ... holds school record in the 
400 free relay ... twice a USA Scholastic All-Ameri­
can for the Ozaukee Aquatics team ... also let­
tered in track. 
Personal: Born Amanda Lee Mueller on No­
vember 26, 1984 ... is the daughter of Tim and 
Cathy Mueller and has one brother. 
records in winning the l 000 free ... League 
champion in the 1650 free ... finished fourth in 
the 500 free at the League meet ... member of 
the 800 free relay squad that placed second 
at the League meet...posted team's top time 
in the l 000 and 1650 free and third-best in the 
500 free ... part of WSU's top 800 free relay 
squad. 
Prep: T earn MVP. 
Personal: Born Catalina Martinez on June l l, 
1986 ... is the daughter of Alfredo and Yamileth 
Martinez and has one brother. 
Martinez's Career Best Times 
500 Free: 5:05.34 1650 Free 17:14.83 
1000 Free: 10:16.60 
Mueller's Career Best Times 
100 Back: , 1 :01.30 200 Free: 1:55.26 
200 Back: 2:08.49 
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:Jt,1.aggie Napier 
2004-05: Raider Award recipient .. . finished 
second in the 1000 free against Butler ... placed 
fourth in the 200 fly versus UIC ... was fourth in 
the 400 individual medley against Oakland ... 
selected to the league's academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Raider Award recipient... placed 12th 
in the 200 fly, 14th in the 400 individual medley 
and 1 7th in the 1000 free at the Horizon League 
meet ... posted WSU 's third-best time in the 1000 
free ... named to the academic All-Horizon 
League team ... selected to the league's aca­
demic honor roll. 
2002-03: Finished 11 th in the 400 individual med­
ley, 12th in the 200 fly and 15th in the 200 indi­
vidual medley at the league meet...recorded 
team 's third-best times in the 200 and 400 indi­
vidual medley. 
Prep: Team MVP as a freshman and senior .. . 
named all-state as a junior ... holds school 
records in the 100 fly, 200 IM, 200 free and 
medley relay and 400 free relay. 
Personal: Born Maggie Ann Napier on August 
13, 1984 ... is the daughter of Dennis and Mary 
Napier and has one brother and two sisters. 
Svetfana Nepocatycfi 
, Senict11 • · EBm · 
, Ratmni Ltffiuania· . 
2004-05: Finished third in the 100 free, sixth in 
the 50 free and 11 th in the 200 free at the Horizon 
League meet ... member of the 200 medley 
relay squad that placed second at the league 
meet, the 400 free and 400 medley relay teams 
that finished third and the 200 free relay squad 
that was fourth ... posted team's top times in the 
50 and 100 free and third-best in the 200 
free ... part of WSU's top 200 and 400 free and 
200 and 400 medley relay squads. 
Prep: Team MVP in 2000 ... team was a four-time 
Lithuanian champion ... attended Lithuania 
Academy of Physical Education before com­
ing to WSU. 
Personal: Born Svetlana Nepocatych on March 
9, 1983 ... is the daughter of Aleksandr and 
T atjana Nepocatych and has one brother. 
Napier's Career Best Times 
200 Fly: 2:17.80 400 IM: 4:45.55 
200 IM: 2:14.90 
Nepocatych's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 24.34 200 Free 1:55.94 
100 Free: •..• 52.60 
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Jenny N'ufio{s 
2004-05: Finished seventh in the 200 breast, 
eighth in the l 00 breast and l l th in the 200 
individual medley at the Horizon League 
meet ... posted team's second-best time in the 
l 00 breast and 200 individual medley and third­
best in the 200 breast. 
Prep: T earn captain as a senior and MVP as a 
sophomore ... finished 12th in the l 00 breast and 
14th in the 200 IM at the state meet as a junior 
as team placed lOth ... won county and sec­
tional titles in the 200 IM as a sophomore and 
junior. 
Personal: Born Jennifer Leigh Nichols on De­
cember 14, 1985 ... is the daughter of Jerry and 
Mary Nichols and has one sister. 
Nichols' Career Best Times 
100 Breast: 1 :07 .78 200 IM: 2: 11.61 




2004-05: Set new Horizon League and school 
records in winning the 200 free ... League cham­
pion in the 500 free ... finished eighth in the l 00 
free ... member of the 800 free relay squad that 
placed second at the League meet the 400 
free relay team that finished third and the 200 
free relay team that was fourth .. . posted team's 
top time in the 200 and 500 free and third-best 
in the l 00 and l 000 free ... part of WSU 'stop 200, 
400 and 800 free relay squads. 
2003-04: Finished second in the 200 free and 
500 free and fourth in the l 00 free at the league 
meet ... part of the 400 medley relay team that 
set a new school and league record ... part of 
the 400 and 800 free relay teams that also set 
new league records ... member of 200 free relay 
team that placed second ... recorded team's 
second-best time in the 200 and 500 free and 
third in the l 00 free ... part of WSU 's top 200, 400 
8000 free relays and the 400 medley relay. 
Prep: Team MVP from 1997-2003 ... competed 
at the World Cup in Italy in 2002, the European 
Junior Championships in 2000 and 2001 and 
the European Youth Olympic Games in 
1999 ... recorded two first-place and two sec­
ond-place finishes atthe 2002 Slovenian Cham­
pionships. 
Personal: Born Tina Pandza on September 7, 
1985 ... is the daughter of Milenko and Vera 
Pandza and has two sisters. 
Pandza's Career Best Times 
100 Free: 53.23 500 Free: 5:00.63 
200 Free: 1 :52.32 
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1:rin 'Rei{{y 
laniol!! • a::re~B1reas.1 
lleqgom:Wlamufftiil 
2004-05: Finished l 5th in the l 00 breast, 16th in 
the 50 free and l 8th in the l 00 free at the Hori­
zon League meet ... member of the 200 free 
relay squad that placed fourth at the league 
meet .. . posted team 's second-best time in the 
50 free .. . part of WSU 'stop 200 free relay squad. 
2003-04: Finished l 0th in the 200 free, l 3th in the 
50 free and 15th in the l 00 free at the Horizon 
League meet .. . part of WSU 's second-best time 
in the 200 free relay. 
Prep: All-American as a junior and all-state her 
final two years .. . placed second in the l 00 free 
and third in the 50 free at the sectional meet as 
a senior .. . team won conference and sectional 
titles and finished fourth at the state meet ... holds 
school record in the 200 free relay ... also com­
peted in gymnastics and softball. 
Personal: Born Erin Quinlevan Reilly on April 24, 
1985 .. . is the daughter of Peter Reilly along with 
Mary and Mike Jordan and has two brothers 
and two sisters. 
Reilly's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 24.90 100 Breast: 1 :10.43 
100 Free: 54.44 
Xatie 'Ripy{ 
2004-05: Finished 14th in both the l 00 and 200 
fly and 18th in the l 00 back at the Horizon 
League meet ... posted team's third-best time 
in the 200 fly ... named to the Horizon League 's 
All-Academic T earn ... selected to the league's 
academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Placed 13th in the 200 fly, 14th in the l 00 
back and 15th in the l 00 fly at the league 
meet...named to the academic All-Horizon 
League team ... chosen to the league's aca­
demic honor roll. 
2002-03: Competed in the l 00 fly, l 00 back 
and 200 back at the Horizon League meet. 
Prep: Team MVP all four years for the 
Eagles ... named all-state as a senior and twice 
selected all-district.. .set all but one school 
record during her career ... also lettered in vol­
leyball. 
Personal: Born Katherine Lynn Rippl on August 
3, 1984 ... is the daughter of Brett and Mary Lee 
Ripp! and has one brother, Matt, who is a 
freshman for the Raiders. 
Rippl's Career Best Times 
100 Fly: 1 :00.36 100 Back: 1:01.97 
200 Fly: 2:18.58 
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Xassie Scfimitft 
2004-05: Finished ninth in the l 00 free, l 3th in 
the 200 free and 15th in the 50 free at the Hori­
zon League meet... member of the 400 free 
relay squad that placed third at the League 
meet and the 200 free relay team that was 
fourth ... posted team 's second-best time in the 
l 00 free and th ird-best in the 50 free ... part of 
WSU 's top 200 and 400 free relay squads. 
Prep: Three-time team MVP for the Falcons ... 
named all-county and All-Pinellas County Ath­
letic Conference all four years ... placed sixth in 
the l 00 free and eighth in the 200 free at the 
state meet as a senior ... holds school records in 
the 200 medley and the 200 and 400 free relays. 
Personal: Born Kassie Franchina Schmidt on 
April 22, 1986 ... is the daughter of Michael and 
Lori Schmidt and has one brother and two 
sisters. 
Schmidt's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 25.09 200 Free: 1:55.00 
100 Free: 53. l 9 
N'ici Seucfi 
2004-05: Finished 12th in the l 00 fly and l 3th in 
both the 50 free and 200 fly at the Horizon 
League meet.. .posted team's third-best t ime 
in the 50 free . 
Prep: Lettered all four years for the Sailors .. . 
fin ished third in the l 00 fly at the state meet as 
a senior ... holds school record in 200 free 
relay ... Sarasota won the Class 3A state title in 
2001 and 2002 ... Florida Junior Olympic champ 
in the 50 fly for the Sarasota Sharks ... Sharks were 
a four-time National YMCA team qualifier. 
Personal: Born Nicholas Andrew Seuch on Sep­
tember 13, 1985 ... is the son of John and Janice 
Seuch and has one sister. 
Seuch's Career BestTimes 
50 Free: 21.73 l 00 Fly: 52.18 
200 Free: l :44.87 
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Xevin SfiieCas Warren 'lnomyson 
2004-05: Finished fourth in the l 00 breast, sixth 
in the 50 free and eighth in the l 00 free at the 
Horizon League meet ... member of the 200 free 
relay squad that placed second at the league 
meet and set a new school record ... posted 
team's second-best time in the 50 free and l 00 
breast and third-best in the 100 free ... part of 
WSU's top 200 free relay squad. 
Ohio State: Competed there in 2003-04. 
Prep: All-American selection as a senior ... 
named Mid-Miami League Most Valuable 
Player in both his junior and senior seasons 
... named All-Ohio as a junior ... chosen team 
most valuable player as a junior and 
senior .. . lettered three years in soccer. 
Personal: Born Kevin David Shields on February 
6, 1985 ... is the son of Robert and Elaine Shields 
and has two brothers and one sister. 
2004-05: Horizon League champion in setting 
a new school record in the 200 fly .. . finished 
fourth in the 200 individual medley and fifth in 
the 100 fly at the League meet ... member of 
the 400 medley relay team that placed 
second ... posted team's top time in the 200 fly, 
second-best in the l 00 fly and 200 individual 
medley and third-best in the 400 individual 
medley ... part of WSU 's top 400 medley relay 
squad. 
Prep: Team MVP and captain. 
Personal: Born Warren Dillon Thompson on June 
l , 1985 ... is the son ofTrevor and Janette Thomp­
son and has one sister. 
Shields' Career Best Times 
50 Free: 21 . 11 100 Breast: 58,20 
100 Free: 46.91 
Thompson's Career Best Times 
100 Fly: 49.89 200 IM: 1 :52.78 
200 Fly: l :49.55 
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::Matthew Wads-worth 
2004-05: Finished third in the 100 back against 
Butler ... p laced third in the 50 free and l 00 back 
versus Wittenberg ... competed in the 50 free, 
l 00 back and 200 back at the Horizon League 
meet. 
2003-04: Competed in the 200 back at the 
Horizon League meet...placed fifth in the 200 
back against Miami and atCincinnati ... finished 
seventh in the 50 free at Oakland. 
Prep: Four-time All-Western Buckeye League 
selection and three-time team MVP ... twice 
named All-Northwest District .. . two-time sec­
tional champion in the backstroke ... won WBL 
title in the 200 IM as a senior ... holds school 
records in the 500 free, 200 IM and l 00 back 
along with three relay events ... also lettered in 
football and baseball. 
Personal: Born Matthew David Wadsworth on 
April 29, 1985 .. . is the son of David and Paula 
Wadsworth and has two sisters. 
Wadsworth's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 22.30 200 Back 2:01.15 
l 00 Back: 55.66 
Jessica Weidert 
Sophomore • Breaslllll 
SP9kaM. WAINead 
2004-05: Co-recipient of WSU ' s Peggy 
Wynkoop Female Athlete of the Year Award ... 
named the Horizon League Newcomer of the 
Year ... team MVP .. . Horizon League champion 
in both the 200 and 400 individual 
medleys ... finished third in the 200 breast at 
League meet ... member of the 400 medley re­
lay team that placed third ... set a new pool 
record in the 200 breast against Oakland ... 
posted team's top time in the l 00 and 200 
breast and the 200 and 400 indiv idual 
medley .. . part of WSU's top 400 medley relay 
squad . 
Prep: Finished fourth at YMCA nation­
als .. . competed at NCSA nationals ... qualified 
for U.S. Open and Senior nationals. 
Personal: Born Jessica Lynne Weidert on Octo­
ber l , 1986 ... is the daughter of Rich and Lucy 
Weidert and has two brothers and two sisters. 
Weldert's Career Best Times 
100 Breast: 1 :05.47 400 IM: 4:28.73 
200 Breast : 2:20.68 
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Joy 'Weingart Sarafi Wyant 
2004-05: Competed in the 50 and l 00 free at 
the Horizon League meet...part of WSU's 
second-best 200 free relay squad. 
Prep: First T earn All-Federal League selection as 
a senior after being named Honorable Mention 
as a junior .. .finished second in the 200 free relay 
at sectionals and was eighth at the districts ... also 
competed in basketball, volleyball and track, 
where she was the recipient of the Will to Win 
award. 
Personal: Born Joy Marie Weingart on Septem­
ber 5, 1985 .. . is the daughter of Jon and Judy 
Weingart and has one brother. 
2004-05: Finished third in the three-meter and 
fourth in the one-meter competitions at the 
Horizon League meet.. .recorded team's top 
score in the one-meter, six dive and the three­
meter, l l dive events and third-best in the 
three-meter, six dive competition ... selected to 
the league's academic honor roll. 
2003-04: Finished sixth in the three-meter and 
ninth in the one-meter competitions at the 
league meet...posted team's second-best 
scores for both one and three meters. 
Prep: Four-year letterwinner for the Rams ... team 
MVP and captain as a senior ... three-time Fort 
Ancient Valley Conference champion .. . placed 
sixth in the state as a senior and third as a 
sophomore and junior .. . also competed for the 
New London and Oxford club diving teams. 
Personal: Born Sarah Renee Wyant on February 
28, 1985 ... is the daughter of Jan and Marla 
Wyant and has one brother. 
Weingart's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 25.2 1 
100 Free: 55.98 
Wyant's Career Best Scores 
l m. (6 dives): 245.00 3 m. (l l dives): 387. l 0 
l m. ( l l dives): 407 .68 
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Prep: Finished fifth in the 100 free and 
12th in the 1 00 back at the 2005 Division 
II state meet...placed fourth in the 100 
back and fifth in the 100freeatthe2004 
state meet ... also qualified for the state 
meet in both events as a freshman and 
sophomore ... six-time YMCA qualifier. 
Personal: Born Kelsey Marie Cooper on March 11. 1987 .. . is the 
daughter o f Vicki Packard-Cooper and Pat Cooper and has 
one sister. 
Cooper's Career Best Times 
100 Back: 59.4 100 Free: 53.1 
50 Free: 24.3 200 Free: 1:56.21 
:M.a6e{ :f ernanaez 
Arkansas-Little Rock: Sat out last year with a 
shoulder injury after competing in 2003-
04 ... set new school mark in the 1000 free ... 
part of the 200 and 400 free relay teams that 
broke Sun Belt Conference records. 
Prep: Finished second in the 200 and 400 
free at the 2000 Argentina National Championships ... fifth in the 200 
free at the 2001 South American Championships. 
Personal: Born Mabel Fernandez on November 14, 1983 ... is the 
daughter of Juan and Cristina Fernandez and has one brother and 
one sister. 
Fernandez's Career Best Times 
200 Back 2:28 200 Free: 1:54.5 
100 Free: 54.5 
Prep: Finished 18th in the 200 individual 
medley at the 2005 state meet ... part of 
the 200 medley relay team that qual i­
fied fo r state ... p laced 21st in the 500 
free and 22nd in the 200 individual med­
ley at the state meet as a junio r. 
Personal: Born Jessica Marie Fuller on February 28, 1987 ... is the 
daughter of Russ and Marie Fuller and has one brother and 
one sister. 
Fuller's Career Best Times 
200 Breast: 2:28 400 IM: 4:38 
Stephanie Cox 
Cencutrilte1 OHJCenCen1lle ~--·-· 
Prep: Placed 14th in the 500 free at the 
2005 state meet...part of the Elk squad 
that won the Division I state title in 
2004 ... finished seventh at the 2004 state 
meet in the 500 free and 17th in the 200 
free . 
Personal: Born Stephanie Marie Cox on June 25, 1987 ... is the 
daughter of Stephen and Kathy Cox and has one brother. 
Cox's Career Best Times 
500 Free: 5:05.72 1650 Free: 17:35.24 
1000 Free: 10:27.16 
Zacfi :Fisfier 
Desnman • ,•1•11ree 
Pictirin1ton, IIHemr.al 
Ohio State: Attended classes there last 
season but did not compete. 
Prep: Team MVP as a sophomore and 
senior ... holds school records in the 50 
free and 100 fly ... 2005 YMCA national 
champion in the 50 fly. 
Personal: Born Zachary Adam Fisher on February 4, 1986 ... is the 
son of Dennis and Jan Fisher and has one brother and one 
sister. 
Fisher's Career Best Times 
100 Fly: 52.1 
50 Free: 21.3 
Casey Jfein6auen 
Prep: Lettered as a senior for the Elks 
after earning three at Aurora High 
School ... five-time All-American ... state 
champion in the 50 free as a senior ... won 
the Chagrin Valley Conference 50 and 
100 free titles as a junior ... three-time 
team MVP .. . also lettered in track. 
Personal: Born Casey Michael Heinbaugh on November 26, 
1986 ... is the son of John and Barbara Heinbaugh and has one 
brother and two sisters. 
Heinbaugh's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 20.8 100 Back: 52.89 
100 Free: 46.8 
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Prep: Lettered a ll four years for the 
Middies .. . team captain and MVP 
as a junior and senior. 
Prep: Lettered a ll four years for the 
Wi ldcats .. . team captain as a senior. 
Personal : Born Joshua Donald 
RAIDER PROFILES 
Elvis Cirikovic Maggie Napier Bri ttiany Czach 
Catalina Martinez Tina Pandza Amy Cron 
Personal: Born Patrick Conaway 
Schoemaker Howard on March 10, 1986 ... is the son of 
James and Lynn Howard and has two brothers. 
Howard's.~ a reer Best Times 
50 Free: 22. 100 Free: 50.81 
McRae on March 31, 1987 ... is the 
son of Donald and Linda McRae and has two brothe rs 
and one sister ... brother Bobby competed for the Raid­
ers from 2002-05. 
McRae's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 22.8 ) 
Sean Xufin 
Prep: Lettered a ll four years for the 
Thunderbirds ... team captain as a 
senior ... holds school record in the 
200 medley re lay. 
Personal: Born Sean Matthew Kuhn on June 30, 1986 ... is 
the son of John and Linda Kuhn and has one sister. 
Kuhn's Career Best Times 
100 Breast: 1:03.0 
Prep: All -Ohio honoree as a senior ... 
twice named al l-distric t ... team cap-
tain as a junior and senior ... holds 
school record in the 50 free ... also 
lettered in football and track. 
Personal: Born Matthew David Rippl on January 28, 
1987 ... isthe son of Brett and Mary Lee Rippl and has one 
sister, Katie, who is a senior for the Raiders. 
Rippl's Career Best Times 
50 Free: 21 .99 100 Free: 49.l 
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MEN 
Name Yr. Event Hometown/High School 
Rafael Candido * Sr. Breast/lM Recife, Brazil 
Elvis Cirikovic Sr. Free/Fly Ljubljana, Slovenia 
Alex Dolgov * Sr. Breast/lM Columbus, OH/Bexley 
Aaron Eckstein So. Free/Back St. Leon, IN/East Central 
Will Ehresman Jr. Free Lafayette, IN/Jefferson 
Zach Fisher Fr. Fly/Free Pickerington, OH/Central 
Dan Fleck* Sr. Breast /Free Celina, OH/Celina 
Casey Heinbaugh Fr. Free Centerville, OH/Centerville 
Patrick Howard Fr. Free Franklin, OH/Middletown 
Ryan Kellerman Jr. Diving Erlanger, KY /St. Henry 
Ryan Klasmeier Jr. Fly/Free Cincinnati, OH/Sycamore 
Sean Kuhn Fr. Breast /Free Lima, OH/Central Catholic 
Scott Lang So. Free Inver Grove Heights, MN/Simley 
Josh McRae Fr. Free Westerville, OH/South 
Matt Rippl Fr. Free New Albany, OH/New Albany 
Nick Seuch So. Free/Fly Venice, FL/Sarasota 
Kevin Shields Jr. Free/Breast Miamisburg, OH/Miamisburg 
Warren Thompson So. Fly/lM Boksburg, South Africa 
Matthew Wadsworth Jr. Back Wapakoneta, OH/Wapakoneta 
WOMEN 
Name Yr. Event Hometown/High School 
Kelsey Cooper Fr. Back/Free Springfield, OH/Northwestern 
Stephanie Cox Fr. Free Centerville, OH/Centerville 
Amy Cron* Sr. Fly/Back St. Marys, OH/Memorial 
Brittiany Czoch So. Free/Fly Mishawaka, IN/Penn 
Dani DiMasso Jr. Diving Cincinnati, OH/Sycamore 
Rachel Early * Sr. Back/lM Beavercreek, OH/Beavercreek 
Mabel Fernandez So. Free San Carlos de Bariloche, Argentina 
Kristi Fox So. Free Floyds Knobs, IN/Floyd Central 
Jessica Fuller Fr. Free/lM Troy, OH/Troy 
Crystal Grinstead Jr. Diving Hornell, NY /Hornell 
Andrea Hess Jr. Back/lM Huntertown, IN/Carroll 
Catalina Martinez So. Free Cali, Colombia 
Amanda Mueller Jr. Back/Free Mequon, WI/Homestead 
Maggie Napier * Sr. Fly/lM Pataskala, OH/Watkins Memorial 
Svetlana Nepocatych Sr. Free Kaunas, Lithuania 
Jenny Nichols So. Breast/lM Greenwood, IN/Center Grove 
Tina Pandza Jr. Free Velenje, Slovenia 
Erin Reilly Jr. Free/Breast Mequon, WI/Homestead 
Katie Rippl Sr. Fly/Back New Albany, OH/New Albany 
Kassie Schmidt So. Free Clearwater, FL/Dunedin 
Jessica Weidert So. Breast/lM Spokane, WA/Mead 
Joy Weingart So. Free Massillon, OH/Jackson 
Sarah Wyant Jr. Diving Hamilton, OH/Ross 
* Indicates team captain 
Head Coach: Sion Brinn 
Assistant Coach: Mindy Ickes 
Diving Coach: Liyi Wang 
Assistant Diving Coach: Harold Miller 
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President 
Kim Goldenberg, M.D,, was named 
the fifth president of Wright State 
University on April 9, 1998. His academic 
background in engineering and 
medicine has included work on NASA's 
first manned lunar landing and duties as 
a consultant to the White House on 
health care reform. 
He has served as dean of the Wright 
State University School of Medicine from 
1990 to 1998 and led the school to 
Dr. Kim Goldenberg national recognition in academics and 
community service. 
During his tenure as president, Dr. Goldenberg has been 
recognized for the success of a major WSU capital campaign, significant research funding, strong fiscal 
management, innovative academic accomplishments, extensive professional and community involvement and 
a dedicated commitment to diversity. 
His numerous local and statewide honors include selection among Dayton's most influential people and as 
Business Executive of the Year by the Dayton Business Journal and leadership recognition from the National 
Conference for Community and Justice. 
Dr. Goldenberg and his wife, Shelley, have three adult children. 
Provost 
Dr. David Hopkins was named Provost of Wright State University in July 2003. A native 
of Ohio, he has 25 years of experience as a faculty member, college administrator and 
academic leader at the University of Minnesota, University of Texas system and Indiana 
State University. 
Dr. Hopkins came to Wright State after 12 years at Indiana State, where he advanced 
from chair and professor of Physical Education to senior associate vice president for 
Academic Affairs. His administrative responsibilities at Indiana State included associate 
vice president for Academic Affairs, interim provost and vice president for Academic Affairs, 
senior associate vice president for Academic Affairs and interim dean of the School of 
Business. 
His background includes health and fitness, as he served for six years as director of the 
Dr. David Hopkins Center for the Study of Fitness and Aging at Indiana State and has taught classes in fitness 
and aging, kinesiology and exercise physiology. 
Dr. Hopkins holds bachelor's and master's degrees from the College of Wooster in Ohio and a doctorate 
from Indiana University. 
As provost, he has responsibility for the university's academic schools and colleges and nationally funded 
research centers and institutes. A major current assignment involves implementation of the university's recently 
adopted Strategic Plan . 
Vice President 
Dr. Dan Abrahamowicz is vice 
president for student affairs and 
enrollment services at Wright State 
University. 
A native of Lorain, Ohio, Dr. 
Abrahamowicz was appointed in 1996 
as vice president. He oversees a variety 
of university departments including 
Ath letics, Undergraduate Admissions, 
Campus Recreation, Career Services, 
Disability Services, Financial Aid, Public 
Dr. Dan Abrahamowicz Safety, Residence Services, Student Life, 
Student Union, and Student Judicial 
Affairs. 
Dr. Abrahamowicz received a B.A. degree magna cum laude from Cleveland State University and an M.A. 
degree from The Ohio State University. He received his Ph.D. degree with an emphasis in counseling and human 
services from the University of Toledo. 
Athletic Director 
Dr. Michael J. Cusack is director of 
athletics at Wright State University. He 
was appointed in April of 1982. Since 
then, he has led aggressive movements 
including the change to Division I in 
1987, the building of the Nutter Center 
in 1990 and, most recently, the new Mills 
Morgan Center and Setzer Pavilion. 
A native of Levittown, New York, 
Cusack earned his Bachelor of Science 
degree in physical education from Long 
Dr. Michae/J. Cusack Island University in 1964. He received his 
Master of Science degree in physical Dr. Cusack at a press conference. 
education from Queens College in 1969 and an Ed.D. degree 
in 1980 from New York University in administration of physical education and athletics. 
Following graduation in 1964, Cusack spent nine years at Queens College as a member of the physical 
education faculty. He served as head baseball coach, assistant basketball coach, and assistant athletic director. 
His baseball teams had a combined record of 65-27 with teams appearing in postseason tournaments each of 
the four years he was coach. He was inducted into the Athletic Hall of Honor at Queens in December 1986. 
After Queens College, Cusack spent four years as athletics director and head baseball coach at Mercyhurst 
College in Erie, Pennsylvania . At Mercyhurst, he moved the program from the NAIA to NCAA Division II and 
started the football program. 
2004-05 Athletic Council-Left to Right: Kuldip Rattan, Steve Fortson, Beth Sorensen, Judy Chivers, 
Mike Cusack, Abe Bassett, Linda Ramey, Marilyn McCauley, Dan Krane, Curt Pederson, Mark 
Mamrack, Sheryl Kent, Micky Sharma, Thomas Howell, Richele O'Connor, Jim Larsen, Ashley 
Fitzpatrick, Paul Newman, Dave Reynolds, Margaret Clark Graham. Not Pictured: Carl Brun, Don 
Jentleson, Donna Curtin, Patti Manning.Vern Shoemaker, Barb Cwirka. 
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Athletic Department Staff 
Baseball 775-3667 
Rob Cooper (robert.cooper) .. ... Head Coach 
Greg Lovelady (greg.love/ady) ...... Assistant Coach 
Nate Griffin (note.griffin) ... ..... Assistant Coach 
Brennan Hall (bhall 12@ao/.com) .... . Assistant Coach 
Administration 775-2771 
Dr. Michael Cusack (michael.cusack) .. .. .. . Director of Athletics 
Paul Newman (paul.newman) .. .... Senior Associate AD 
Matt Liddy (matthew.liddy) ...... .. .. .... Assistant to the AD 
Lisa Lemmon (lisa.lemmon) Athletic Director Secretary 
JoAnn Black (joann.b/ack) .. .. .. ... Department Secretary 
Athletic Academic Advising 775-2839 
Judy Chivers (judy.chivers) .. .. .... .. ........ Assistant AD/SWA 
Athletics Communication 775-2816, 775-2831 
Bob Noss (robert.noss) .... ........ .. .... Assistant AD/Director 
Matt Zircher (matt.zircher) ....... .. ... .... . Associate Director 
Athletic Ticket Office 775-4789 
Vicki Darden (vicki.darden) ...... .. .. .. ...... . Ticket Manager 
Athletic Training Services 775-2776 
Tony Ortiz (tony.ortiz) ...... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... Director 
Jason Franklin (jason.franklin) .. ............... .. .. Coordinator 
Becky Bower (rebekah.bower) ...... .......... Athletic Trainer 
Business Office 775-2527, 775-2537 
Sara Hill (sara.hi/1) .. ...... ...... .... .. .. .. .... .... . Business Manager 
Marsha Moss (morsho.moss)Assistant Business Manager 
Compliance & Student Services 775-2830, 775-2062 
Roderick Perry (roderick.perry) .. .. .... .. .... .. ... Associate AD 
Kevin Williams (kevin. williams) .......... Life SKILLS Director 
Development 775-4162 
Bob Grant (bob.grant) .... .. .... ...... .. .. .... .... .. . Associate AD 
Equipment Room 775-2932, 775-2848 
Mike Zink (michael.zink) .... .... .. .. .. . Equipment Supervisor 
Deb Garber (debra.garber) .... Equipment Coordinator 
Jill Hensley (rhonda.hensley) .... Equipment Coordinator 
Marketing & Promotions 775-3511 
Kim Grant (grants@woh.rr.com) . Director of Marketing 
Samantha Stevens (samantha.stevens) .. .. .. Promotions Director 
Spirit Units 775-2771 
Joyce Whitaker (wsucheerdanz) ...... . Spirit Coordinator 
Michelle Gillespie (michelle.gil/espie) ...... Cheer Advisor 
Andrew Hyde .................... . Green & Gold Cheer Coach 
Brooke Yoder .............. .. ........ .. .... .. ... Dance Team Coach 
Strength & Conditioning ..................................... 775-461 O 
Eric k Schork (erick.schork) .... ... Strength & Conditioning Coach 
■ 
Men's Basketball 1-888-WSU-BBALL 
Paul Biancardi (pau/.biancardi) Head Coach 
John Fitzpatrick (john. fitzpatrick) .. .... Assistant Coach 
Brian Donoher (brian.donoher) ........ Assistant Coach 
Ed Huckaby (edward.huckaby) ...... Assistant Coach 
Ken Huber (ken.huber) .... Dir. Basketball Operations 
Dennis Kazimir (dennis.kazimir) .. Admin . Asst . 
Women's Basketball 775-2826 
Bridgett Williams (bridge ft. williams) .. .. .. Head Coach 
Kevin Williams (kevin.williams) .. .. ..... Assistant Coach 
Chris Brann (christopher.brann) .... Dir. Basketball Oper. 
Dennis Kazimir (dennis.kazimir) .. Admin . Asst. 
Cross Country, Track 775-2771 
Bob Schul (bobschul@sprintmail.com) ..... Head Coach 
Golf 775-2010 
Fred Jefferson (fredric.jefferson) .... ...... Head Coach 
Men's Soccer 775-3014 
Mike Tracy (michael.tracy) .... .... . Head Coach 
Jeff Korytoski (jeff.korytoski) ... Assistant Coach 
Women's Soccer 775-2805 
Pat Ferguson (patrick.ferguson) Head Coach 
Mario Rincon (mario.rincon) .Assistant Coach 
Softball 775-2108 
Mike Larabee (mike.larabee) .. .. Head Coach 
Amanda Fortune (amanda.fortune) Assistant Coach 
Jim Peterson (jim.peterson) .. Assistant Coach 
Men's & Women's Swimming & Diving 775-4704 
Sion Brinn (sion.brinn) .. ................ Head Coach 
Mindy Ickes (melinda.ickes) .. Assistant Coach 
Liyi Wang (liyi. wang) .... ...... .. ..... Diving Coac h 
Mission Statement 
The athletics program at Wright State University is recognized 
a s an integral p art o f the tota l educat ional process. The 
athletics program is d esigned to contribute to the develop­
ment of the student-a thle te 's health, fitness, lead ership ski ll 
and respect for others. 
Wright St a te University's interco llegiate a th letic repre ­
sentatives are student-athletes, coa ches and staff who are 
instruc ted on and dedicated to the princ iples of fai r play and 
amateur competition as defined by the rules of the NCAA. It is 
the responsibility of the athletics administration and coaches 
to insure that the entire p rogram is in full compliance with all 
pertinent rules and regulat ions. 
For more, go to http:// www.wsuraiders.com/p hilos. 
Haro ld Miller .... .. .... .. ... Assistant Diving Coa c h 
Men's & Women's Tennis 775-3677 
Walt Triplett (waiter. triple ff) .... .. . Head Coac h 
C urtis Hutson .. ............ .... .... .... . Assistant Coa c h 
Volleyball 775-2854 
Trina Smith (catrina.smith) ......... Head Coa c h 
Josh Steinbach (josh.steinbach) .... .. Assistant Coach 
937 Area Code. E-mails in italics are @wright.edu unless otherwise noted 
Wright State University 
Wright State Today 
Wright State University will help your dreams take 
flight . Named after the inventors of powered flights, 
Orville and Wilbur Wright, the university carries on their 
tradition of innovation. And with more than l 00 
undergraduate degrees and nearly 50 Ph.D., masters, 
and professional degrees, the sky is the limit. 
Come check out the beautiful 557-acre wooded 
main campus yourself. You'll find state-of-the-art 
facilities, a 200-acre biological preserve, and some of 
the newest, most modern student housing anywhere. 
Spread your wings with more than 150 student clubs 
and organizations. 
Whether it's preparing students to take their place 
in our ever-changing world, conducting research that 
can improve our lives, or partnering with local 
communities and businesses, Wright State University is 
making an impact, both locally and globally. 
Innovation Is in the Air 
A rich and dynamic community of nearly 17,000 
students, Wright State is a place where tomorrow takes 
flight. Located 12 miles northeast of Dayton, Ohio, 
Wright State is a nationally accredited state university 
with an impressive range of study. Its six colleges and 
three schools, including schools of medicine and 
professional psychology, offer opportunities for discovery 
and growth. 
A full-size replica of the 1903 Wright Flyer hangs in 
the Dunbar Library atrium as a symbol of the Wright 
brother's genius and innovation. The library is home to 
one of the world's most complete collections of the 
Wright brothers' papers and memorabilia. 
Personal Attention From Faculty 
Most classes are small and taught by fully-affiliated 
faculty members, 80 percent of whom hold the most 
advanced degrees in their fields. The faculty is dedicated 
to advancing the frontiers of knowledge, as well as 
applying it to real problems. Students gain hands-on 
experience through a variety of community-based 
programs, cooperative edu-cation, internships, service 
learning, and research projects. 
National Recognition 
Our students work hard and achieve national 
recognition. They're gaining valuable skills and 
experience by competing with some of the best schools 
in the nation and coming out on top! 
• Only four-time winner of the National Student Case 
Competition, sponsored by the Institute of 
Management Accountants 
• National Model UN Conference, top awards for 
25years 
• The most awards at the American College Theatre 
Festival 
• First place, Ohio engineering design show-case 
• Meritorious rating, International Mathematical 
Contest in Modeling 
• Ohio Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Student of the 
Year 
• Outstanding Student Teacher and 
Outstanding Cooperating Teacher for Ohio 
• First place in the 2002 U.S. Institute of Theatre 
Technology's "Backstage Olympics" 
• Top l 0, National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl 
There's Plenty To Do 
At Wright State, we're active like you. Our students 
are diverse, and our campus activities reflect a broad 
spectrum of interests and outlets. With more than 150 
clubs and organizations, there's something for 
everyone. 
If you want to soar with the birds, try skydiving. If 
you have political aspirations, get involved in Student 
Government. If you don't mind a few bumps and bruises, 
join the rugby team. Choose from 18 sororities and 
fraternities that focus on scholarship, service, and fun . 
Hang out at the Student Union's extensive 
recreational facilities, including a fitness center, gym, 
racquetball and squash courts, and an Olympic-size 
indoor pool. Outdoor Tree offers unique and exciting 
opportunities to go camping, canoeing, rock climbing, 
white-water rafting, skiing, horseback riding, scuba 
diving, and more! Bicycles, backpacks, kayaks, skis, and 
other equipment are available to students. 
Diversity Enriches Campus Life 
At Wright State, we believe that welcoming 
students from diverse cultures strengthens and enriches 
the entire campus community. Bringing these students 
together with an active campus life creates a rich 
intellectual and social experience-a complete 
university experience. 
Wright State is a national leader in accommodating 
Wright State University 
the needs of students with disabil ities. Most of the 24 
campus buildings are connected by a unique 
underground tunnel system. 
Some of the Best Campus Housing 
While living on campus is not a requirement, 60 
percent of all first-year students choose to do so. Almost 
3,000 students live in attractive residence halls on or 
adjacent to campus. Year after year, they say how 
fantastic their campus living experience has been and 
how great it was to stay in new, modernly equipped 
rooms that have all the comforts of home. You'll find 
nice furniture, cable TV, air-conditioning, and Internet 
hook-ups. Plus, all students-even first-year students­
may have a car on campus. 
Community Partnerships Offer 
Real-World Experience 
Wright State provides its students with unique 
opportunities to help solve real-world problems by 
addressing the educational, cultural, social, and 
economic needs of the Miami Valley. Students obtain 
relevant hands-on learning experiences through the 
university ' s link to area corporations, community 
programs, health and soc ial service agencies, and 
government organizations. This blending of academia 
with the larger community provides benefits for both . 
Student Life at Wright State 
Wright State has a diverse mixture of students with 
various educational goals and interests. The majority of 
o ur students, 76 percent o r about 13, 000, are 
undergraduates, and of those, about l l ,200 are full 
time. Although the majority of these students come from 
southwestern Ohio, many also c ome from other parts 
of Ohio, from almost every state in the nation, and from 
69 other countries. 
Nearly 3,000 students live in campus housing, in either 
traditional dormitory-style rooms, suite-style rooms, or 
apartments, all offering direct Internet connections. 
Nearly 1,300 freshman students chose to live on campus 
in fall 2003. 
Regardless of background and career goals, our 
students provide the basis for a campus rich in cultural 
and intellectual diversity. 
Both commuting and residential students make for 
an active campus life. Over 150 student clubs and 
organizations provide recreational, professional, and 
entertainment activities. Also popular are the university 's 
two theatres and concert halls, and the Student Union, 
which has extensive recreational facilities, including a 
fitness center, a small gymnasium, racquetball and 
squash courts, and an olympic-size indoor pool. 
Wright State students have distinguished themselves 
academically, both on the state and national level. 
For example, Wright State students compete with 200 
colleges and universities from 15 different countries that 
debate each year at the Model United Nations program 
held in New York City, and now hold the longest 
winning streak on record of 25 years . The Ohio Society 
of Professional Engineers awarded our student team first 
place in a statewide senior design showcase. 
In recognition of its innovations in teaching and 
research, the Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
has received Academic Challenge Grants from the Ohio 
Board of Regents and highly selective external funding 
awards from the National Science Foundation and other 
federal agencies. In addition, undergraduate students 
in the Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
compete each year in the William Lowell Putnam 
Mathematical Competition. 
The student is the focus of attention at Wright State 
University. Although Wright State students do not easily 
fall into specific categories, all are valued for their unique 
talents and contributions. In a supportive learning 
environment, Wright State faculty challenge their 
students, encouraging them to realize their potential, 
to reach their goals, and to fulfill their dreams. As a 
result, Wright State continues to attrac t achievement­
oriented students who are eager to learn. 
University College 
The University College p rograms assist students in 
transition ing to un iversity life a nd developing the 
necessary skills to ensure their entra nce into the Wright 
State college a nd major of their c hoice. The University 
College p rovides academic advising; tutoring a nd 
testing services; a leadership development progra m; 
basic courses in reading, writing, mathematics, a nd 
college student strategies; and the First-Year Seminar 
and learning communities . An academic advis ing 
center a nd mathematics lea rning center also offer free 
individualized assistance to students. 
.
Wright State University 
Writing Assistance 
The University Writing Center provides free writing 
consultation . Undergraduate and graduate students are 
available to help students with every stage of the 
writing process and with assignments across the 
curriculum. Students may also receive help using one 
of the center's 13 networked computers. 
The Writing Center also offers individual workshops 
each quarter. These specialized workshops offer review 
of grammar and punctuation, research formats, and 
essay exam preparation. The center also maintains a 
Writer's Hotline for students and staff. 
Learning English for Academic and 
Professional Purposes {LEAP) 
For non-native speakers of English wishing to study 
at an American college or university, Wright State offers 
the Learning English for Academic and Professional 
Purposes (LEAP) Intensive English Program. 
Benefits of the LEAP Program include 
l O weeks of instruction in small classes that allow for 
individual attention. The instruction includes intensive 
speaking, listening, reading, writing, grammar, and the 
latest computer technology, including Web browsing 
and e-mail. Students are instructed by experienced 
faculty with advanced degrees in teaching English as a 
second language or a related field, and by adjunct 
instructors closely supervised by more experienced 
faculty. The LEAP Program also features regular meetings 
with native English-speaking conversation partners and 
scheduled sessions with trained tutors in the University 
Writing Center. 
Holders of F- l visas must be enrolled full-time in the 
LEAP Program, although a part-time course of studies is 
available for immigrants and visitors. 
University Libraries 
The University Libraries are members of OhioLINK, an 
advanced computer network providing access to over 
31 million library items in Ohio 's university, college, and 
state library collections. Students can order books online 
from Ohio LINK libraries and receive them for check-out 
within two to three days. OhioLINK resources also include 
scores of research databases and the full text of 
thousands of journals and other works. 
The Libraries ' information research system uses a 
Web-based interface to provide integrated access to 
local and OhioLINK resources plus many other resources 
available on the Internet. The Libraries ' Web site is http:/ 
/www.libraries .wright .edu. 
Other Services 
• Instructional sessions for a ll library services and 
resources 
• Current period icals and microfilm resources 
(microfilm readers and printers) 
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• Residential Facili.tles: Hamilton Living/Learning 
Community (double and triple rooms); The 
Village (efficiency, deluxe efficiency, one- and 
two-bedroom apartments); The Woods (double 
and quad suites); Honors(double suites); Forest 
Lane Apartments (two bedroom units); College 
Park ;\partments (four bedroom, two baths) 
• Course reserves (online and print) 
• Media c ollections (videos, films, preview 
equipment) 
• 20,000 music scores and over 6,000 musical 
recordings 
• Reference assistance (individual or group 
instructions and handouts) 
• Interl ibrary loan services for items not available 
at Wright State or through OhioLINK 
• The Student Technology Assistance Center (STAC) 
offe rs various software and hardware plus 
personalized assistance for students to complete 
c lass assignments requiring electronic presenta­
tions, graphics, Web page design, and more. 
Wright State University 
Paul Laurence Dunbar Library 
The Paul Laurence Dunbar Library plays 
an important role in instruction and research activities 
at Wright State University. The library collections, among 
the largest in the Dayton metropolitan area, include 
over 703,000 bound volumes, over one million 
microforms, 440,000 government documents, 4, l 00 serial 
subscriptions, and more than 4,000 media or visual items. 
The library is open over l 00 hours per week, longer during 
exam periods. In addition to the walk-in assistance 
available in the information/reference area during most 
hours, students may make appointments with reference 
librarians for in-depth assistance. Librarians also offer 
group instruction through a series of regularly offered 
workshops on topics ranging from basic research 
introduction to advanced searching of Web resources 
and specialized databases. 
As a partial U.S. government documents depository, 
the library provides students and the general public with 
access to electronic and print documents, including 
over 30,000 geographical and topographical maps 
from all over the United States. The Libraries are also a 
designated Patent and Trademark Depository Library 
with collection materials accessible in the Dunbar 
Library. 
Special Collections and Archives houses collections 
on aviation history, Wright State University history, and 
one of the most extensive collections of Wright brothers 
materials, including more than 4,000 original 
photographs made by the Wrights to document their 
achievements. 
Computer Resources 
Computing and Telecommunications Services 
(CaTS) provides service and support for university 
telephones, campus networking, Internet access, and 
administrative and student computing resources. Wright 
State students are encouraged to use these resources 
to enhance their learning experience. CaTS maintains 
computer labs (most open 24 hours) with computers 
networked to international resources, laser printers, and 
numerous software applications to complement 
students' classroom activities. The computers in these 
labs not only provide desktop applications, but also 
provide access to larger computer platforms, such as 
our UNIX system, the University Libraries databases, and 
other Internet resources. Wright State has a strong 
commitment to providing accessibility to all students. 
In support of this commitment, a variety of adaptive 
technologies are available to provide computer access 
to students with physical disabilities. 
All students should obtain a Ca TS CAMPUS account. 
The CAMPUS account provides them with the account 
name and password necessary to access the Internet, 
e-mail, and other computing resources. Accounts also 
provide personal and class disk space on the network 
file servers. With their CAMPUS account and a Web 
browser, students can access the Internet from home 
using the Ca TS modem banks. Student accounts remain 
active only as long as they are enrolled in classes. 
Career Services 
The central purpose of Career Services is 
to help students prepare for academic and career 
success. Freshmen and sophomores are assisted with 
career assessment, values clarification, and 
occupational data to help them make informed 
choices of academic majors. Students are also 
provided opportunities for experiential learning 
(internships) and discovering the relationship of skills 
acquired to the broader work world. Career Services 
helps prepare graduating seniors to be successful 
candidates by helping them translate their academic 
and co-curricular experiences into successful job 
campaigns or graduate school applications. 
Specific services include: a computerized career 
exploration program, Choices; an interest inventory, the 
Self-Directed Search; a personality assessment, the MBTI; 
a web resume registration, UNCW Experience; internship 
resources; workshops on a wide range of topics from 
choosing an academic major to job search strategies; 
a career resource library; job listings for both part-time 
and full-time , including internships; on-c ampus 
recruiting; annual events such as Career Day, Education 
Job Fair, Internship-Summer Job Fair, and Graduate 
School Day; and a home page on the World Wide Web 
with a directory of helpful career and employment sites. 
Career Services is located in the University Union in 
rooms l 04 and l 06, open 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday 
with special drop-in hours on Mondays and Thursdays, 
2-5 p .m . for students who have quick questions about 
resumes, job searching , cover letters, and more . 
Currently enrolled UNCW students are eligible for all 
services. 
Wright State University 
Career Resources 
Center 
The Career Resources 
Center (CRC), located in 
E334 Student Union, serves 
as a valuable source of 
information for people 
seeking career, job 
search , and employer 
information including job 
postings . In addition, 
computers are available 
for career related internet 
searches and to develop 
personal marketing tools. 
SIGI Plus (System of 
Interactive Guidance and 
Information), a computerized application, allows users 
user to assess interests, abilities, and values to determine 
what occupations might be a good fit . The most 
frequently used option on SIGI Plus is the Information 
Module . A user can find information on career 
projections, required academic preparation, job 
definition and descriptions, and salary. Please allow at 
least 90 minutes to assess and explore options. Less time 
is required for a search of specialized information. 
Browse the complete bibliography of print materials 
available for use in the Center. Resources are cate­
gorized to assist you in locating the materials needed. 
Categories include Job Search, Directories, Career 
Exploration, Experiential Education (Co-op Ed/ 
Internships), Transition to the Workplace, Graduate 
School and specialized career information by college 
and major. 
Employer Literature is found alphabetically in 
binders or files within the Center. Use these sources to 
locate basic information about a particular employer, 
such as services or products, reputation, growth pattern, 
divisions, subsidiaries, new products, and annual reports. 
Career Services recommends that you also use the 
Internet and other resources, such as networking, to 
identify and review company information. 
Cooperative Education and 
Internship Programs 
Provide educational opportunities consistent with 
a student's course of study. Opportunities may be full­
time or part time. Completing one or more quarters of 
field experience keeps a student competitive when it is 
time to search for career employment. Employers seek 
candidates with backgrounds in practical application 
of their discipline. Stay current and competitive through 
co-op and internship programs consistent with your 
course of study. 
Career Employment 
Career-related employment provides opportunities 
for students looking ahead to graduation and for alumni 
interested in changing jobs or switching careers. Recruit­
ers begin evaluating candidates as much as nine 
months prior to graduation. Career Services offers ap­
pointments, resume reviews, mock interviews, career 
days and fairs, resume postings, job postings, on-cam­
pus interviews, and Spring Training to assist with your 
career employment. 
Cooperative Education/Internship 
Co-ops and internships are field-related experiences 
for upper level students. In both cases, employers provide 
on-site supervision and opportunities for integrating 
academic theory with real-world practices. The co-op 
experience traditionally lasts more than one quarter. 
Co-op program structures include alternating, where 
students work full-time and alternate quarters of work 
with quarters of study; andparallel, where students work 
part-time and simultaneously continue their academic 
study. Internships are filled on a quarter by quarter 
basis. Both types of employment may be either full- or 
part-time. A paid position yields a larger, more diverse 
pool of qualified candidates than a position with no 
compensation. 
Athletic Faci I ities 
Ervin J. Nutter Center 
The Ervin J. Nutter Center, Southwest Ohio's premier sports and entertainment complex, is home to the Wright 
State men's and women's basketball teams. Along with the 11,500-seat arena, the Nutter Center also houses a 
recreation running track, a ful ly equipped fitness center, a multipurpose room, dressing rooms, classrooms and 
60,000 square feet of exhibition space. The Nutter Center remains one of the premier stopping points for major 
concert tours of every musical genre, the finest family shows and top-touring ice shows, including Elton John, 
KISS, Cher, Neil Diamond, Phish, Reba McIntyre, Aerosmith, Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailey Circus, Disney on 
Ice, WWE and many more. The Nutter Center is also home to the ECHL Dayton Bombers. 
Setzer Pavilion and Mills Morgan Center 
The newest Wright State athletic facility, the Setzer 
Pavilion and Mills Morgan Center opened in the fall of 
2005. The training venue houses nearly 30,000 square 
feet, including a gymnasium, strength and 
conditioning room and coaches offices as well as 
locker rooms, video rooms and player lounges. 
C.J. Mclin Gymnasium 
The Wright State volleyball program calls the C.J . Mclin 
Gymnasium home. Located within the Nutter Center, 
the Mclin Gymnasium features air conditioning, a state­
of-the-art floating wood floor and seating for 500. 
Being the only team that competes in the C.J. Mclin 
Gymnasium, the volleyball program enjoys the great 
home atmosphere and the positive environment of a 
first-rate facility of its own. 
Athletic Facilities 
Alumni Field 
The home of the Wright State men, s and women's soccer 
teams since 1999, Alumni Field was the site of the 2000 
MCC Women's Soccer Championship, which the Raiders 
won to secure their third straight appearance in the 
NCAA Tournament. Alumni Field features lights along 
with dugouts, which were constructed in 2003. 
WSU Natatorium 
The WSU Natatorium is the home of the Wright State 
men 's and women's swimming and diving teams. Over 
the last 14 years, the Raiders have combined to w in 16 
conference titles along with 170 individual crowns and 
65 in relay events. 
Nischwitz Stadium 
While the Wright State baseball team has been playing 
at the site since 1993, Nischwitz Stadium became a 
reality in 2000. The faci lity features chair-back seating 
for 750, lights, heated dugouts, locker rooms, a weight 
room and a training facility . Nischwitz Stadium, wh ich 
measures 330 down each line, 375 to the gaps and 400 
to straight-away center, has hosted numerous amateur 
games and tournaments over the years. 
WSU Softball Field 
The home of the Wright State softball team since 1995, 
the WSU Softball Field has had many additions in recent 
years, including permanent dugouts and, in 2002, the 
construction of a building that houses the pressbox, 
concession stand and restrooms. The WSU Softball Field 
measures 200 down each line and 220 to straight-away 
center. 
WSU Tennis Courts 
The home of the Wright State men's and women's tennis 
teams, the WSU Tennis Courts, located next to Nischwitz 
Stadium, feature six courts along with bleacher seating 
on the east side. 
Dayton 
The Value of Variety 
Dayton has flourished from a firm foundation of 
innovation and industrial expertise. Inventions from 
Dayton-including powered flight, the cash register, 
and countless others in the automotive and aerospace 
industries have built a strong core for the region's 
economy. 
Today's healthy local economy is more diversified, 
fueled by a mixture of companies of many sizes and 
industries. This diversity is more important since it 
provides economic stability and prevents overreliance 
on any single sector. 
A century ago, small businesses and entrepreneurs 
put Dayton on the map, and they remain a high priority 
to this day. The region is bustling with momentum with 
more than 19,000 new business start-ups from 1996-
2001. Local business and community leaders are 
committed to supporting entrepreneurs and nurturing 
new businesses through mentoring, technical 
assistance, and innovative programs such as the 
Entrepreneurs Center, a downtown-based technology 
incubator. 
Workforce: Dayton Trains its Own 
Dayton works proactively to provide programs 
that ensure a skilled workforce, particularly for 
specialized technical positions. Local officials promote 
the continuous training of local workers in addition to 
supporting the outside recruitment efforts of area 
technology workforce. Additionally, Dayton recently 
ranked fifth among medium-sized cities on the 
Creativity Index created through Richard Florida's 
research into the "Creative Class." 
A Dynamic New Downtown 
Thanks to this community's great visionaries and 
energetic workers, downtown Dayton is reinventing 
itself in grand style . Developments such as the Schuster 
Dayton 's skyline illuminated at night 
Performing Arts Center, Dayton Dragons baseball, and 
RiverScape have sparked a new wave of interest and 
investment in the central business district. 
In 2002, some 500 employees moved into the new 
corporate headquarters of Relizon in downtown 
Dayton . The five-story office building and parking 
garage occupy a site that formerly was a vacant 
department store. 
Also downtown, the urge for urban living is being 
satisfied with the development of several new 
residential loft projects, especially appealing to young 
professionals and empty-nesters. With hundreds of new 
residents pouring in, downtown continues to add new 
restaurants, night clubs, and other attractions to cater 
to these new urbanites. 
From History's Success to Today's Strength 
Dayton's business composition has evolved with 
the times. While manufacturing continues to play a 
key role, comprising 18 percent of the region's total 
employment, the services industry employs 32 percent 
of the workforce and the retail and wholesale trade 
industry employs 23 percent. Over time, the area has 
developed core competencies in aerospace, 
information technology, composite materials, 
automotive manufacturing , advanced manu­
facturing, and logistics. 
Aerospace-The influence of Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base on the Dayton area economy is far-reaching 
The Wright brothers and their flyer 
and profound. As the foremost research and 
development center of the United States Air Force, 
Wright-Patterson has been responsible for nearly every 
major innovation in U.S. military aviation. The base has 
truly been a catalyst for high-tech growth in the region . 
The facility has a $2.4 billion annual economic 
impact on the region, employing 18,000 people, 
including some 10,000 civilia ns. In addition, some 
19,000 jobs are provided through subcontracting and 
supply. The base has contributed t o the Dayton 
region ' s position as one o f the nation ' s largest 
concentrations of engineering talent. 
In addition, several regional organizations facilitate 
technology transfer between Wright-Patterson and the 
private sector to maximize the benefits of defense­
related research and development. 
The aviation legacy is also evident in the private 
sector . The Dayton region is home to Goodrich 
Corporation 's Division Headquarters for airc raft wheels 
Dayton 
and brakes and other leading aerospace providers 
such as Hartzell Propeller. Also, GE Jet Aircraft Engines 
is located just south on 1-75. These operations have 
encouraged the creation of many firms that supply 
the commercial-aircraft industry. 
Information technology-With the influence of 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton has developed 
a substantial foundation of high-tech capabilities, 
especially in areas associated with the aerospace and 
defense industries. The Dayton region is home to more 
than 800 IT organizations and recently ranked in the 
top 20 among U.S. metropolitan areas in IT job growth, 
according to IT CareerWorld, an industry publication. 
In addition to the niches represented by its many 
smaller companies, Dayton's bellwether technology 
companies-LexisNexis, Reynolds and Reynolds, 
Standard Register, and NCR Corporation-are pacing 
their industries with continuous innovation. 
Composite materials-When the U.S. Air Force 
needed a material lighter, but stronger, than steel, it 
turned to the Air Force Research Laboratory at Wright­
Patterson. The result? Composite materials, the 
combination of fiber and resin. And while the Air Force 
fulfilled defense needs, the commercial applications 
became evident for products ranging from appliances 
to golf carts. 
The only obstacle has been cost: composites are 
prohibitively expensive for an individual company. 
Undaunted, Daytonians arrived at a solution: the 
National Composite Center, an organization that 
helps to develop composite-processing techniques for 
commercial applications. 
Automotive-The Dayton area has a rich tradition 
in automotive manufacturing , starting with the 
pioneering efforts of individuals such as Charles F. 
Kettering, founder of Delco. General Motors acquired 
Delco and subsequently located state-of-the-art 
laboratories and research facilities in Dayton. 
In 1999, General Motors spun off the 
Delco company, renamed Delphi Automotive Systems, 
allowing Delphi to expand its business by supplying 
products-including chassis, thermal, energy and 
engine management, electrical and electronic 
systems-to other automakers in the international 
marketplace. 
In addition to the l 0,200 people employed at 
Delphi, GM employs 4,300 in the Dayton area 
assembling sport utility vehicles and engines . 
International Truck & Engine in Springfield employs 2,500. 
Behr America, with a major facility in Dayton, boasts 
a workforce of 2,400. And DMAX, a joint venture 
between GM and Isuzu, manufactures its award­
winning diesel engine here . These large-scale 
automotive operations have spurred the growth of 
many small- to medium-sized suppliers in the Dayton 
region . 
Advanced manufacturing-The manufacturing 
industry's rise to dominance in the region 's economy 
during the 20th century created unparalleled 
opportunities. Today, Dayton is home to more than 
26,000 skilled workers in 850 tooling, machining and 
related companies. In fact, the 12-county area around 
Dayton is North America's fourth largest tooling and 
machining hub. 
Like most other industries, today's tooling and 
machining has gone high-tech . Highly-trained workers 
are developing new products by integrating technical 
manufacturing processes, microelectronics, robotics, 
and sophisticated automation. Local leaders have 
launched the Tool Valley Network, an entity that 
provides training and services for the area 's tool and 
die companies. 
Logistics-Five metropolitan statistical areas and 
more than 300 cities, towns, and villages lie within 90 
minutes of Dayton. This, coupled with Dayton's ideal 
location at the 1-70/75 intersection, has encouraged 
the growth of many trucking operations, warehouse 
facilities, and logistic-support services. In fact, the 
region boasts more than 650 firms in the transportation 
Dayton 's skyline during the daytime 
and warehousing industry. 
The Dayton International Airport is just a few 
minutes from the 1-70/75 intersection. The region 's 90-
minute air market ranks first nationally with more than 
50 percent of the country's population and over 50 
percent of the country's income within 90 minutes of 
Dayton by air. The airport offers more than 85 passenger 
flights a day with nonstop service to 17 major domestic 
markets, carrying 2 million passengers annually. 
Dayton 
Proximity to Major Cities 
Destination City .................................. Miles 
Atlanta, Georgia .................................. 536 
Chicago, Illinois ................................ ...... 295 
Cincinnati, Ohio ...................................... 52 
Cleveland, Ohio .................................... 217 
Columbus, Ohio ....................................... 71 
Detroit, Michigan .................................. 213 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada ......... ....... 406 
Indianapolis, Indiana ............................ 112 
Lexington, Kentucky .............. .... ........... 134 
London, Ontario, Canada ...... ............. 330 
Louisville, Kentucky ................................ 154 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ... .. ............... .. 263 
St. Louis, Missouri .................................... 356 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada .................. 460 
Washington, D.C .......... .... ..................... 470 
Sources: AAA Miami Valley, Survey of 
Buying Power, County Business Patterns. 
Scheduled Flight Times 
(Commercial Flight Times from Dayton) 
Destination City .................................. Time 
Atlanta, Georgia .. ............. .... l hr. 23 min. 
Charlotte, North Carolina .... l hr. 15 min. 
Chicago, Illinois ... ............. .......... ..... 45 min. 
Dallas, Texas .......... .......... ....... 2 hrs. 30 min. 
New York, New York .............. l hr. 45 min . 
Orlando, Florida .................................. 2 hrs. 
St. Louis, Missouri ........ .. ........... l hr. 18 min. 
Washington, D.C ... ................. l hr. 12 min. 
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The largest international gathering of 
historic aircraft, the Festival of Flight, 
occured in Dayton in 2003. 
The National Afro-American Museum 
and Cultural Center is located in the 
Dayton area. 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base houses 
the United States Air Force Museum, 
the largest and oldest aviation 
museum in the world. 
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Getting to Wright State's Main Campus 
From north of Dayton on 1-75. Take 1-75 south to 1-70 
east. Go east to 1-675 south. Go south to Exit 17 
and turn right on North Fairfield Road. Turn left on 
Colonel G lenn Highway to the main WSU entrance 
at University Boulevard. 
From south of Dayton on 1-75. Take 1-75 north to 1-675 
north. Go north to Exit 17 and follow sign for North 
Fairfield Road (not WSU). Turn left on North Fairfield 
Road, then left on Colonel Glenn Highway to the 
main WSU entrance at Universi ty Boulevard . 
From east of Dayton on 1-70. Take 1-70 west to 1-675 
south. Go south to Exit 17 and turn right on North 
Fairfield Road . Turn left on Colonel Glenn Highway to 
the main WSU entrance at University Boulevard. 
From east of Dayton on Route 35. Take Route 35 west 
to North Fairfield Road and turn right . Turn left on 
Colonel Glenn Highway to 'the main WSU entranc e 
at University Boulevard . 
From west of Dayton on 1-70 . Take 1-70 east to 1-675 
south . Go south to Exit 17 and turn right on North 
Fairfield Road . turn left on Colonel Glenn Highway to 
the main WSU entrance at University Boulevard . 
From west of Dayton on Route 35. Take Route 35 east 
to 1-675 north. Go north to Exit 17 and follow sign fo r 
North Fairfield Road (not WSU). Turn left on North 
Fairfield Road. then left on Colonel Glenn Highway 
to the main WSU entrance at University Boulevard. 
To Cleveland 
To Toledo and Columbus 
To Cincinnati To <-75 
ACADEMIC HONORS 
Both the Wright State University men's and 
women' sswimming and diving teams were 
honored last season by being selected as 
an Academic All-American Team by the 
College Swimming Coaches Association of 
America . The women's team was selected 
for the 13th consecutive year, while the 
men's team received the honor for the fifth 
straight time. 
30 Raiders return this year to continue WSU's tradition of academic excellence. 
Front row (Left to Right): Joy Weingart, Sarah Wyant, Kassie Schmidt, Brittiany Czach, Svetlana 
Nepocatych, C rystal Grinstead, Dani DiMasso, Rachel Early, Andrea Hess, Tina Pandza, Erin 
Reilly, Amanda Mueller, Amy Cron, Maggie Napier, Kristi Fox, Jenny Nichols, Katie Ripp!, Catalina 
Martinez. 
Back row (Left to Right): Kevin Shields, Elvis Cirikovic, Alex Dolgov, Warren Thompson, Rafael 
Candido, Matthew Wadsworth, Will Ehresman, Scott Lang, Dan Fleck, Ryan Klasmeier, Aaron 
Eckstein, Nick Seuch . 
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Oct. 30 UIC 135-102 2-0 
Nov. 5-6 OAKLAND 146-91 3-0 
Nov. 19 at Miami 128-109 4-0 
Dec. 11 at Tampa 126-70 5-0 
Jan. 7 at Ohio State 80.5-156.5 5-1 











Jan. 29 CINCINNATI 126-97 8-2 
Feb. 4 at Cleveland State 122-115 9-2 










Oct. 30 UIC 145.5-94.5 2-0 
Nov. 5-6 OAKLAND 90-153 2-1 
Nov. 19 at Miami 104-137 2-2 
Dec. 11 at Tampa 122-82 3-2 











Jan. 29 CINCINNATI 141.5-98.5 5-4 
Feb. 4 at Cleveland State 142-81 6-4 
Feb. 25-28 
Youngstown State 



























3. UW-Milwaukee 500 
4. UIC 483 
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2004-05 TOP PERFORMANCES 
MEN 
50 Freestyle 
20.29 Elvis Ci rikovic Horizon 
21. l l Kevin Shields Horizon 
100 Freestyle 
44.41 $!* Elvis Cirikovic Horizon 
45.87 Dejan Antolic Horizon 
200 Freestyle 
l :38.90 ! Dejan Antolic Horizon 
l :40.08 Alex Dolgov Horizon 
500 Freestyle 
4:28.64 Scott Lang Horizon 
4:32.10 Dejan Anto lic Horizon 
1000 Freestyle 
9:22.92 $* Scott Lang Horizon 
9:38.65 Aaron Eckstein Horizon 
1650 Freestyle 
15:46.66 Scott Lang Horizon 
15:54.39 Will Ehresman Horizon 
100 Backstroke 
52 .08 Robert McRae Horizon 
52. 19 Matt Reine rs Horizon 
200 Backstroke 
l :50. 19 Aaron Eckstein Horizon 
l :55. 73 Matt Reiners Horizon 
100 Breaststroke 
56.03 Rafael Candido Horizon 
58.20 Kevin Shields Horizon 
200 Breaststroke 
2:03.39 Rafae l Candido Horizon 
2:04.47 Alex Dolgov Horizon 
100 Butterfly 
49.85 Ryan Klasmeier Horizon 
49.89 Warren Thompson Horizon 
200 Butterfly 
l :49.55 * Warren Thompson Horizon 
l :5 l .48 Ryan Klasmeier Horizon 
200 Individual Medley 
l :50.42 Alex Dolgov Horizon 
l :52. 78 Warren Thompson Horizon 
400 Individual Medley 
3:59.86 Alex Dolgov Horizon 
4:04. 71 Aaron Eckstein Horizon 
200 Freestyle Relay 
l :21.39 * Cirikovic, Antolic, Shields, Dolgov Horizon 
400 Freestyle Relay 
2:59.53 $* Cirikovic, Antol ic, Candido, Dolgov Horizon 
800 Freestyle Relay 
6:42.50 * Dolgov, Ehresman, Candido, Antolic Horizon 
200 Medley Relay 
l :31.23 $* McRae, Candido, Cirikovic, Antolic Horizon 
400 Medley Relay 
3:22.08 McRae, Candido, Thompson, Dolgov Horizon 
WOMEN 
50 Freestyle 
24 .34 Svetlana Nepocatych Ho rizon 
24.9 1 Erin Reilly Horizon 
1 00 Freestyle 
52.60 Svetlana Nepocatych Ho rizon 
53 .24 Kassie Schmidt Ho rizon 
200 Freestyle 
l :52.32 $* Tina Pandza Horizon 
l :54.14 Brittiany Czach Horizon 
500 Freestyle 
5:00.63 Tina Pandza Horizon 
5:02.1 1 Brittiany Czach Ho rizon 
1 000 Freestyle 
l 0: 16.60 $* Cata lina Martinez Ho rizon 
l 0:28. 73 Kristi Fox Horizon 
1650 Freestyle 
17: 14.83 Catalina Martinez Ho rizon 
17:44.98 Kristi Fox Ho rizon 
100 Backstroke 
57.92 Amy C ron Horizon 
59.42 Rachel Early Ho rizon 
200 Backstroke 
2:05.97 Amy C ron Ho rizon 
2:08.23 Rachel Early Ho rizon 
100 Breaststroke 
l :06.43 Jessica We ide rt Butler 
l :08.15 Jenny Nichols Horizon 
200 Breaststroke 
2:21.9 1 Jessica Weidert Miami 
2:25.67 Katie Hunter Miami 
1 00 Butterfly 
56.99 Amy Cron Horizon 
58.34 Milda Zi linskait e Ho rizon 
200 Butterfly 
2:04.45 $ Brittiany Czach Ho rizon 
2: 11.00 Milda Zi linskaite Louisville 
200 Individual Medley 
2:08.17 Jessica Weidert Horizon 
2: 12.34 Jenny Nic ho ls Ho rizon 
400 Individual Medley 
4:32 .52 Jessica Weidert Ho rizon 
4:39.00 Rachel Early Horizon 
One-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
242.65 Sarah Wyant Louisville 
229.65 C rysta l G rinstead Cincinnati 
Three-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
256. 73 C rysta l G rinstead Cincinnati 
254.35 Dani DiMasso CSU / YSU 
Three-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
387.10 Sarah Wyant Horizon 
378.00 Crysta l G rinstead Oakland 
200 Freestyle Relay 
l :37. 74 Nepocatych, Schmidt, Reilly, Pandza Horizon 
400 Freestyle Relay 
3:31 .59 Nepocatych, Schmidt, Czoch, Pandza Horizon 
800 Freestyle Relay 
7:40.45 Pandza, Czoch, Mueller, Martinez Horizon 
200 Medley Relay 
l :46.43 Cron, Hunter, Zilinskaite, Nepocatych Horizon 
400 Medley Relay 
3:54.66 Cron, Weidert, Zilinskaite, Nepocatych Horizon 
* WSU School Record # WSU Pool Record $ Horizon League Record ! NCAA Qualifier 
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SCHOOL POOL RECORDS~-MEN & 
50 Freestyle 
WSU: 20.20 Elvis Cirikovic 2004 
Pool: 20.91 Elvis Cirikovic 2005 
100 Freestyle 
WSU: 44.41 Elvis Cirikovic 2005 
Pool: 45.5 1 J. Larsen (Utah) 2002 
200 Freestyle 
WSU: l :38.42 Richard Greves 2000 
Pool: 1:40.21 Richard Greves 2000 
500 Freestyle 
WSU: 4:28.38 Richard Greves 2000 
Pool: 4:34.09 M. Leonard (Eastern Michigan) 1997 
1000 Freestyle 
WSU: 9:22 .92 Scott Lang 2005 
Pool: 9:26.01 J. Kohler (Raiders) 2003 
1650 Freestyle 
WSU: 15:40.86 Darren Heidenreich 1996 
Pool : 15:50.69 J. Hudepohl (Marlins) 1990 
100 Backstroke 
WSU: 48.03 Justin Thornton 1999 
Pool: 50.34 Justin Thornton 1999 
200 Backstroke 
WSU: 1:45.47 Just in Thornton 1999 
Pool: l :50.19 H. Vitazka (Cincinnati) 1997 
100 Breaststroke 
WSU : 55.60 Drew Fiden 200 1 
Pool: 56.43 J. Marrs (Louisiana State) 1998 
200 Breaststroke 
WSU: 2:00.81 Tim Jurs 1985 
Pool: 2:05.40 Rafae l Candido 2004 
1 00 Butterfly 
WSU: 48.54 Jason Schwartz 1997 
Pool: 50.54 D. Zafft (Cincinnati) 2002 
200 Butterfly 
WSU: 1:49.55 Warren Thompson 2005 
Pool: l :52.82 P. Monteiro (Kenyon) 1998 
200 Individual Medley 
WSU: l :49.89 Justin Thornton 1999 
Pool: l :51.65 H. Vitazka (Cincinnati) 1997 
400 Individual Medley 
WSU: 3:59.51 Josh Wheeler 1998 
Pool: 3:56.97 H. Vi tazka (Cincinnati) 1999 
One-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU : 311.60 Trevor Downing 2002 
Pool: 326.42 C. Fox (Louisiana State) 2000 
One-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
WSU : 514.10 J.R. Geraci 1987 
Pool: 522.15 C. Lacurto (Clarion) 1984 
Three-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU: 326.33 Rick Miller 1983 
Pool: 333.60 D. Keener (Ball State) 1983 
Three-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
WSU : 566.00 J.R. Geraci 1986 
Pool : 555.75 C. Lacurto (Clarion) 1984 
200 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: l :2 1.39 Ci rikovic, Antolic, Shields, Dolgov 2005 
Pool: l :23.89 Cirikovic, Early, Benanzer, Matzen 2003 
400 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 2:59.53 Cirikovic, Antolic, Candido, Dolgov 2005 
Pool : 3:07.48 Cirikovic, Matzen, Antolic, Dolgov 2003 
800 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 6:42.50 Dolgov, Ehresman, Cand ido, Antolic 2005 
Pool : 6:55.50 Vitaska, Guzman, Wolfe, McNally (Cincinnati) 1999 
200 Medley Relay 
WSU: l :3 1.23 McRae, Candido, Cirikovic, Antolic 2005 
Pool: 1:34.14 Fleisch, Castro, Rempfer, Larsen (Utah) 2002 
400 Medley Relay 
WSU: 3:19.84 Thornton, Besco, Snyder, Rieskamp 1999 
Pool : 3:25.37 Satterly, Gluck, Maynor, Kuhn (Louisiana State) 2000 
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50 Freestyle 





















1:51 .47 A. Berzins (Centerville) 1984 



















A. Lochard (Oakland) 
2004 
1992 
WSU: 55.91 Amanda Dieter 1993 
Pool: 
200 Backstroke 



























1 00 Butterfly 
WSU: 55.90 Jackie Dexter 2003 
Pool: 
200 Butterfly 
57.40 M. Kuurto (Marsha ll) 2002 
WSU : 2:03.87 Janelle Hite 1993 
Pool : 
200 Individual Medley 
2:04.35 S. Flook (Louisiana State) 2000 
WSU : 2:04.26 Janelle Hite 1993 
Pool: 








Pool: 4:26.93 S. Svensson (Cincinnati) 1999 
One-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU : 290. l 8 Karen Lesh 1997 
Pool: 
One-Meter Dive (10 dives) 






C . Finneran (Oh io State) 
1996 
1976 
Three-Meter Dive (6 dives) 
WSU : 311 .47 Karen Lesh 1997 
Pool: 317.25 A. Culpepper (Louisiana State) 2000 
Three-Meter Dive (11 dives) 
WSU : 60 1.80 Karen Lesh 1996 
Pool: 502.45 C. Finneran (Ohio State) 1976 





Dexter, Tippett, Corley, Micklos 
Dieter, Gilb, Crosley, Kuehling (Wright State) 
2003 
1990 
400 Freestyle Relay 
WSU: 3:29.41 Crosley, Hite, Dieter, Goodpaster 1993 
Pool: 3:35.77 McClay, Andrews, Pheasant, Cox (C incinnati) 1990 





Hite, Howell, Dieter, Goodpaster 
Strini, Svensson, McLeod, Olsson (Cincinnati) 
1993 
1997 
200 Medley Relay 
WSU: 1:44.59 Cron, Hunter, Dexter, Tippett 2004 
Pool: 1:49.52 Rieskamp, Besco, Goodrich, Fott (Wright State) 1995 
400 Medley Relay 
WSU: 3:51.26 Cron, Hunter, Dexter, Pandza 2004 
Pool : 3:57.16 Gowens, McGibbon, de Jong, Oberg (Cincinnati) 200 1 




2004-05 Alex Dolgov Jessica Weidert 
2003-04 Elvis Cirikovic. Julie Coghlan 
Alex Dolgov 
2002-03 AlexDolgov Jackie Dexter 
2001-02 Jon Averyt Milda Zilinskaite 
2000-01 Carl Thompson Jackie Dexter 
1999-00 Mike Besco Chasi Riley 
1998-99 Erik Spieler Stephanie Besco 
1997-98 Jason Rieskamp Julie Graham 
1996-97 Stuart Wells Karen Lesh 
1995-96 Darren Heidenreich Lana Goodrich 
1994-95 Darren Heidenreich Amy Hutchinson 
1993-94 Tim O'Neil l Amanda Dieter 
1992-93 Jim Josberger Amanda Dieter 
1991-92 Scott Gregory Janelle Hite 
1990-91 Scott Gregory Janelle Hite 
1989-90 Scott Gregory Janelle Hite 
1988-89 Chris Dieter Leigh Gilb 
1987-88 Scott Troutwine Anne Hayhow 
1986-87 Scott Troutwine Annika Borg 
1985-86 Scott Troutwine Karen Kimpton 
1984-85 Scott Troutwine Eileen Moriarty 
1983-84 Rick Miller Robin Conley, 
Val Staley 
1982-83 Jim Fox Robin Conley 
1981-82 Bret Barbiea Patti Coots Dock
1980-81 Jim Fox Robin Conley 
1979-80 Geoff Georgopoulos Laura Fox 
1978-79 Mark McKinley Barb Tisch 
1977-78 Mark McKinley Carole Ivan 
1976-77 Doug Moyse Barb Tisch 
1975-76 John Verdin Mindy Mayhew, 
Barb Tisch 




2004-05 Craig Coghlan Maggie Napier 
2003-04 Matt Reiners Maggie Napier 
2002-03 Matt Reiners Chrissy Johnson 
2001-02 Todd Benanzer Stephanie Waldbillig 
2000-01 Todd Benanzer Mindy Ickes 
1999-00 Ryan Brown Chrissy Johnson 
1998-99 Erik Spieler Alicia Duffey 
1997-98 Craig Mcconkey Christie Rieskamp 
1996-97 Brian Gross Stephanie Besco 
1995-96 Brian Gross Lori Canty 
1994-95 Trip Breen Karen Bresser 
1993-94 Darren Heidenreich Karen Bresser 
46 
1992-93 Mike Litherland Julie Huston 
1991-92 Mike Litherland Jennifer Huston 
1990-91 Chris Dieter Jennifer Huston 






































Patt i Williams 
Patti Wil liams 
1975-76 Phil Rinehart Heidi Dabbelt 
1974-75 Rene Paschal Cynthia McKenzie 
Men Women 
2004-05 Dan Fleck Rachel Early 
2003-04 David Ladd Crystal Grinstead 
2002-03 Eric Looney Kristy Corley 
2001-02 Todd Benanzer Melanie Micklos 
2000-01 Jon Averyt Allison Eckstein 
1999-00 Jon Averyt Marianne Wilson 
1998-99 Adam Cicora Suji Allen 
1997-98 Eric Wentzel Suji Allen 
1996-97 Ike Dryer, Mike Besco Ellen Musk 
1995-96 Bob Ball Ellen Musk 
1994-95 Ike Dryer Karen Lesh 
1993-94 Brian Gross Lana Goodrich 
1992-93 Darren Heidenreich Rhonda Goodpaster 
1991-92 B.J. lsbrandt Shanna Crosley 
1990-91 Scott Egbers Julie Huston 
1989-90 Jeremy Humble Jackie Wallace 
1988-89 Ryan Roshong Jennifer Huston 
1987-88 Mark Brinkmiller Katie Nuss 
1986-87 J.R. Geraci Anne Niemeyer 
1985-86 Dan Schutte Karen Kimpton 
1984-85 Tim Jurs Mary Rita Walsh 
1983-84 Rick Hayhow Mary Rita Walsh 
1982-83 J.R. Geraci Eileen Moriarty 
1981-82 Scott Jurs Jenni Daum 
1980-81 Jim Bennett Entire Team 
1979-80 Bob Shadwick Cindy Janke 
1978-79 Jerry Lambdin Maria Miniaci 
1977-78 Toby Boedeker Leslie Mackey 
1976-77 Jerry Lambdin Carole Ivan 
Most Improved 
VVright State University 
I ALL-TIME CONFERENCE Aw-ARDS 
HORIZON LEAGUE 
2005 Scott Lang Swimmer of the Meet 
Scott Lang Newcomer of the Year 
Jessica Weidert Newcomer of the Year 
2004 Rafael Candido Newcomer of the Year 
Julie Coghlan Swimmer of the Meet 
Jackie Dexter Athlete of the Year 
Matt Liddy Men's Coach of the Year 
Matt Liddy Women's Coach of the Year 
2003 Jackie Dexter Swimmer of the Meet 
Jackie Dexter Athlete of the Year 
Alex Dolgov Newcomer of the Year 
Matt Liddy Women 's Coach of the Year 
2002 Trevor Downing Co-Diver of the Meet 
Milda Zilinskaite Newcomer of the Year 
Josh Wheeler Newcomer of the Year 
1997 Jared Bitner Diver of the Meet 
Karen Lesh Diver of the Meet 
Jason Schwartz Swimmer of the Meet 
Matt Liddy Women 's Coach of the Year 
1996 Kristin Cusimano Newcomer of the Year 
Darren Heidenreich Performer of the Year 
Matt Liddy Men's Co-Coach of the Year 
Matt Liddy Women 's Coach of the Year 
1995 Amy Hutchinson Diver of the Year 
MID-CONTINENT CONFERENCE 
1994 Amy Hutchinson Diver of the Year 
Matt Liddy Women's Coach of the Year 
1993 Amanda Dieter Swimmer of the Year 
Jim Josberger Co-Swimmer of the Year 
Jodi Train Diver of the Year 
Matt Liddy Women's Coach of the Year 
1992 Scott Gregory Swimmer of the Year 
Matt Liddy Men's Coach of the Year 
MIDWESTERN COLLEGIATE CONFERENCE 
2001 Roberta Borkowski Diver of the Meet 
Jackie Dexter Newcomer of the Year 
Matt Liddy Men's Coach of the Year 
2000 Heather Weil Newcomer of the Year 
1999 Justin Thornton Swimmer of the Meet 
Justin Thornton Newcomer of the Year 
1998 Kristin Cusimano Swimmer of the Meet 
Jason Rieskamp Swimmer of the Meet 
NORTH STAR CONFERENCE 
1992 Janelle Hite Swimmer of the Year 
Jodi Train Diver of the Year 
Matt Liddy Coach of the Year 
RAIDER ALL-AMERICANS 
Names are followed by the number of times and years they earned All-American honors. 
Men 
ScottTroutwine, 14, 1985-87; Rick Hayhow, 12, 1984-87; Jim Fox, 11 , 1981-83; Steve Hayhow, 9, 1985-86; 
Joe Boda, 9, 1985-87; Bret Barbiea, 4, 1981-82; J.R. Geraci, 4, 1983, 1985, 1987; Scott Jurs, 4, 1982-83; Rick 
Miller, 4, 1981 , 1983-84; Tim Jurs, 3, 1985; Mark McKinley, 3, 1979-80; Brad Carpenter, 2, 1987; Chris Dieter, 
2, 1987; Doug Kellerstrass, 2, 1987; Mike Mowry, 2, 1982; A.J . Wynkoop, 2, 1986; Paul Bierman, 1, 1984; Mike 
Cherwenka, 1, 1986; Mike Jacob, 1, 1984; Dave Sanna, 1, 1982; Geoff Troup, 1, 1980. 
Women 
Val Staley, 22, 1981-84; Robin Conley, 21, 1981-84; Chris Lauer, 14, 1980-83; Laura Fox, 12, 1979-80; Karen 
Kimpton, 10, 1986-87; Eileen Moriarty, 10, 1983-86; Annika Borg, 8, 1986-87; Patti Coots Dock, 8, 1979-82; 
Barb Hojnacki, 7, 1986-87; Maria Miniaci, 7, 1976, 1979; Lynn Rathbone, 7, 1980-81 ; Barb Titsch, 7, 1976, 
1979; Beth Bankemper, 6, 1981-83; Mindy Mayhew, 5, 1976, 1980; Kim Wilkinson, 5, 1986-87; Anne 
Niemeyer, 4, 1986-87; Jean Westhover, 4, 1979-80; Jenni Daum, 3, 1981-84; Cheryl Johanni, 3, 1983; Mary 
Beth Price, 3, 1980; Kelley Dickey, 2, 1979; Kathy Hojnacki, 2, 1983-84; Kathy Jenkins, 2, 1986; Sally Meinert, 
2, l979; BarbaraWoodrow,2, 1975-76;KelleyBrown, 1, 1984;LauriHadley, 1, 1980;CindyJanke, l, 1981 ; 
Lesley Mackey, 1, 1979; Mistie Mossor, 1, 1987; Debbie Price, 1, 1982; Dena Shumar, 1, 1985. 




Dejan Antolic 200 Free 1 :38.90 
Rafael Candido 100 Breast 56.03 
Rafael Candido 200 Breast 2:03.39 
Elvis Cirikovic 100 Free 44.75* 
Alex Dolgov 200 IM 1 :50.42 
Alex Dolgov 400 IM 3:59.86 
Scott Lang 500 Free 4:28.64 
Scott Lang 1000 Free 9:22.92 
Scott Lang 1650 Free 15:46.66 
Warren Thompson 200 Fly 1 :49.55 
400 Free Relay Team 2:59.53 
800 Free Relay T earn 6:42.50 
200 Medley Relay Team 1 :31.23 
2004 
Rafael Candido 100 Breast 56.81 
Rafael Candido 200 Breast 2:04.04 
Elvis Cirikovic 50 Free 20.20 
Elvis Cirikovic 100 Free 44.48 
Alex Dolgov 400 IM 3:59.81 
Will Ehresman 1650 Free 15:56.84 
Ryan Kellerman 3 m. Dive 457.15 
200 Free Relay T earn 1 :21. 76 
400 Free Relay T earn 3:01.43 
200 Medley Relay Team 1 :32.77 
2003 
Brett Duell 1 m . Dive 269.55 
Tim Early 100 Back 49.33 
200 Free Relay Team 1 :21 .96 
200 Medley Relay Team 1 :31 .45 
2002 
Jon Averyt 50 Free 20.75 
Trevor Downing 1 m . Dive 31 1.60 
Drew Fiden 200 Breast 2:01.21 
200 Medley Relay Team 1 :31.69 
MCC 
2001 
Drew Fiden l 00 Breast 55.60 
Drew Fiden 200 Breast 2:01 .35 
Carl Thompson 50 Free 20.48 
Carl Thompson 100 Fly 50.46 
200 Free Relay Team l :22.70 
200 Medley Relay T earn l :32.15 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:21 .59 
2000 
Mike Besco 100 Breast 57.13 
Osiris Briseno 100 Back 50.90 
Richard Greves 200 Free 1 :38.42 
Hrvoje Lusic 400 IM 4:01.27 
Carl Thompson 100 Free 45.54 
400 Medley Relay T earn 3:25.45 
1999 
Adam Cicora 200 Free 1 :41 .01 
Justin Thornton 200 IM 1 :49.89 
Justin Thornton 100 Back 48.03 
Justin Thornton 200 Back 1 :45.47 
200 Free Relay Team 1 :24.22 
200 Medley Relay Team 1 :31.41 
400 Medley Relay Team 3: 19.94 
1998 
Mike Besco 200 Breast 2:04.78 
Carter Irvin 100 Back 51.01 
Carter Irvin 200 Back 1 :51.56 
Jason Rieskamp 100 Free 45.17 
Jason Rieskamp 200 Free 1 :40.80 
Josh Wheeler 200 Fly 1 :50.18 
Josh Wheeler 400 IM 3:59.51 
800 Free Relay T earn 6:48.59 
200 Medley Relay Team 1 :33.06 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:22.22 
1997 
Jared Bitner 3 m. Dive 476.30 
Jason Schwartz 100 Fly 48.54 
Jason Schwartz 100 Back 49.10 
Jason Schwartz 200 Back 1 :50.15 
Stuart Wells 200 Breast 2:03.60 
200 Free Relay T earn 1:22.96 
200 Medley Relay T earn 1 :32.25 
1996 
Darren Heidenreich 200 Free l :41.10 
Darren Heidenreich 500 Free 4:32.54 
Darren Heidenreich 1650 Free 15:40.86 
Jason Schwartz 100 Back 50.58 
Jason Schwartz 200 Back l :50.76 
Jason Schwartz 100 Fly 49.63 
Stuart Wells 200 Breast 2:02.41 
Stuart Wells 200 IM 1:52.16 
200 Medley Relay Team l :32.44 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:23.60 
VVrigh t State U:n.iversi ty 48 
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1995 
Jim Dixon 3 m. Dive 498.65 
Darren Heidenreich 500 Free 4:32.99 
Darren Heidenreich 1650 Free 15:54.40 
Jason Schwartz 100 Back 49.61 
Jason Schwartz 200 Back l :49.98 
Stuart Wells 200 Breast 2:03.34 
400 Free Relay Team 3:01.95 
800 Free Relay Team 6:44.32 
200 Medley Relay Team l :32.42 
400 Medley Relay T earn 3:23.25 
MID-CONTINENT CONFERENCE 
1994 
Jim Josberger 200 Back l :50.14 
1993 
Doug Gale 500 Free 4:32.45 
Doug Gale 1650 Free 15:58.24 
Jim Josberger 100 Back 50.80 
Jim Josberger 200 Back 1 :48.85 
Tim O'Neill l 00 Free 45.47 
800 Free Relay T earn 6:44.74 
200 Medley Relay Team l :33.23 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:23.09 
1992 
Doug Gale 1650 Free 15:59.42 
Scott Gregory 50 Free 20.41 
Scott Gregory 100 Free 44.47 
Scott Gregory 200 Free l :39.37 
Jim Josberger 100 Back 50.96 
Jim Josberger 200 Back l :49.34 
Mike Litherland 100 Fly 50.59 
Mike Litherland 200 Fly l :52.02 
Chris Palmer 400 IM 4:06.41 
Todd Radel l 00 Breast 56.87 
Todd Radel 200 Breast 2:04.13 
400 Free Relay Team 3:02.50 
800 Free Relay T earn 6:48.56 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:22.13 
Current league Record Holder 
* Set record of 44.41 in preliminaries 
WALL OF FAME 
The Wright State Swimming and Diving Wall of Fame was established in 1998 to honor past Raider athletes 
and coaches who have played a significant role in achieving the success the program has enjoyed 
throughout the years. 
·•···· WrighfState Swimming &. Diving Wall of Fame Inductees 
Inductee Year 
Lee Dexter 1998 
Rick Miller 1998 
Barb Titsch Reif 1998 
Bret Barbiea 2000 
Robin Conley Barbiea * 2000 
Patti Coots * 2000 
Tom Dries 2000 
Janelle Hite Foster 
Amanda Dieter Iller * 
Harold Miller 





Dr. Barb Woodrow Potyk * 




Jeff Cavana 2001 
Carol Ivan Clifford 2001 
Scott Gregory 2001 
Rick Hayhow * 2001 
Karen Kimpton Shutte 2001 
Val Staley Lewis* 2001 









* WSU Athletic Hall of Farner 
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I CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS-WOMEN I 
HORIZON LEAGUE 
2005 
Brittiany Czoch 200 Fly 2:04.45 
Catalina Martinez 1000 Free 1 0: 16.60 
Catalina Martinez 1650 Free 17:14.83 
Tina Pandza 200 Free 1 :52.32 
Tina Pandza 500 Free 5:00.63 
Jessica Weidert 200 IM 2:08.17 
Jessica Weidert 400 IM 4:32.52 
2004 
Roberta Borkowski l m. Dive 241 .95 
Julie Coghlan 500 Free 5:02.57 
Julie Coghlan 1000 Free 10:17.18 
Julie Coghlan 1650 Free 17:01 .69 
Jackie Dexter 50 Free 23.95 
Jackie Dexter 100 Fly 56.45 
Katie Tippett 100 Free 52.27 
Katie Tippett 200 Free 1:54.04 
400 Free Relay Team 3:30.11 
800 Free Relay T earn 7:39.91 
200 Medley Relay Team 1 :44.59 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:51.26 
2003 
Julie Coghlan 1650 Free 17:21 .32 
Jackie Dexter 50 Free 23.77 
Jackie Dexter 100 Fly 55.90 
Jackie Dexter 100 Free 52.13 
Katie Tippett 200 Free 1:52.98 
Heather Weil 500 Free 5:03.92 
Milda Zilinskaite 200 IM 2:08.77 
200 Free Relay Team 1 :35.65 
800 Free Relay T earn 7:43.27 
200 Medley Relay T earn 1:45.39 
2002 
Roberta Borkowski l m. Dive 273.90 
Julie Coghlan 1650 Free 17:20.51 
Jackie Dexter 100 Fly 56.87 
Melissa Schmidt 400 IM 4:35.11 
Heather Weil 500 Free 5:06.62 
Milda Zilinskaite 200 IM 2:08.01 
800 Free Relay T earn 7:42.65 
200 Medley Relay Team 1:47 .54 
MCC 
2001 
Roberta Borkowski l m. Dive 241.50 
Roberta Borkowski 3 m. Dive 418.85 
Julie Coghlan 1650 Free 17: 19.55 
Jackie Dexter l 00 Fly 56.52 
200 Medley Relay Team l :47.58 
400 Medley Relay T earn 3:54.37 
2000 
Chasi Riley 200 IM 2:08.96 
Heather Weil 500 Free 5:03 .55 
Heather Weil 1650 Free 17:21 .59 
200 Free Relay T earn l :39.55 
400 Medley Relay T earn 3:57.00 
1999 
Kristin Cusimano 500 Free 5:04.00 
Kristin Cusimano 1650 Free 17:25.36 
Julie Graham 100 Breast l :05.37 
Julie Graham 200 Breast 2:22.23 
Chasi Riley 100 Back 59.09 
200 Medley Relay T earn l :49.78 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:56.57 
1998 
Kristin Cusimano 200 Free l :54.90 
Kristin Cusimano 500 Free 5:00.32 
Kristin Cusimano 1650 Free 17: 11 .03 
Julie Graham 200 Breast 2:21.88 
Chasi Riley 200 IM 2:07.70 
1997 
Stephanie Besco l 00 Breast 1:05.06 
Kristin Cusimano 500 Free 5:01.68 
Kristin Cusimano 1650 Free 17:18.26 
Julia Gaynor 400 IM 4:35.71 
Julie Graham 200 Breast 2:22 .15 
Julie Graham 200 IM 2:08.67 
Amy Hutchinson 1 m. Dive 423.50 
Karen Lesh 3 m. Dive 517 .00 
Ellen Musk 200 Fly 2:07 .64 
Christie Rieskamp 200 Back 2:05.19 
200 Medley Relay Team l :48.58 
400 Medley Relay Team 4:35.71 
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1996 
Stephanie Besco l 00 Breast l :04.44 
Kristin Cusimano 500 Free 5:01.06 
Kristin Cusimano 1650 Free 17:11.50 
Julia Gaynor 400 IM 4:35.33 
Lana Goodrich 200 Back 2:05.70 
Julie Graham 200 Breast 2:21 .03 
Julie Graham 200 IM 2:07.34 
Amy Hutchinson l m. Dive 392.95 
Amy Hutchinson 3 m. Dive 520.05 
Ellen Musk 200 Fly 2:08.39 
200 Free Relay Team l :37.26 
200 Medley Relay Team l :47.23 
400 Medley Relay T earn 3:55.26 
1995 
Amy Hutchinson l m. Dive 401 .50 
Karen Lesh 3 m. Dive 479.70 
200 Free Relay Team l :37.63 
200 Medley Relay Team l :48 .92 
MID-CONTINENT CONFERENCE 
1994 
Karen Bresser 200 Free l :54.90 
Karen Bresser 1650 Free 17:32.92 
Amanda Dieter 100 Back 57 .64 
Amanda Dieter 50 Free 23 .28 
Amanda Dieter 100 Free 52.10 
Amy Hutchinson 3 m. Dive 445.2 
Kelly Leaman 100 Breast l :05.61 
Kelly Leaman 200 Breast 2:23.48 
Jodi Train l m. Dive 386.35 
200 Free Relay Team 1 :36.57 
800 Free Relay T earn 7:51 .28 
200 Medley Relay T earn l :47 .82 
400 Medley Relay T earn 3:54.56 
1993 
Karen Bresser 1650 Free 17:24.24 
Amanda Dieter 50 Free 23.23 
Amanda Dieter l 00 Free 50.69 
Amanda Dieter 100 Back 55.91 
Janelle Hite 200 IM 2:04.26 
Janelle Hite 400 IM 4:24.41 
Janelle Hite 200 Fly 2:03 .87 
Rowena Howell 200 Free l :53 .36 
Kelly Leaman 100 Breast 1:05.04 
Kelly Leaman 200 Breast 2:20.79 
Jodi Train 1 m. Dive 411.95 
Jodi Train 3 m. Dive 440.60 
200 Free Relay T earn 1:37.36 
400 Free Relay Team 3:29.41 
800 Free Relay T earn 7:38.46 
200 Medley Relay Team l :47 .43 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:52.79 
1992 
Karen Bresser 200 Free l :54.10 
Karen Bresser 500 Free 4:58.53 
Karen Bresser 1650 Free 17:32.67 
Janelle Hite 200 Fly 2:04.81 
Janelle Hite 200 IM 2:06.65 
Janelle Hite 400 IM 4:24.15 
Heather Pope l 00 Fly 58.66 
Jodi Train l m. Dive 378.60 
Jodi Train 3 m . Dive 425.20 
Melissa Troyer 200 Breast 2:25.29 
800 Free Relay Team 7:41.26 
400 Medley Relay Team 3:57.05 
Current League Record Holder 
2005-06 Wright State Seniors 
Standing (Lefllo Righi): Amy Cron, Rachel Early, Svetlana Nepocatych. 
Katie Rippl. Maggie Napier. 
Sitting (Left to Righi): Rafael Candido, Elvis Cirikovic, Alex Dolgov, Dan 
Fleck. 
NORTH STAR CONFERENCE 
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MEN WOMEN 
·•·• AutomaHc»consideration EVENT Automatic Consideration 
19.74 20.33 50 Freestyle 22.88 23.56 
43:35 44.65 l OQ Fre,e~tyle 49:49 50.97 
l :35.60 l :38.46 200 Freestyle l :47.09 l :50.30 
4:19.63 4:27 .41 §00 Ff;:i§f~l~i 4:45:46 4:54.02 
15:05.87 15:33.04 1650 Freestyle 16:23.54 16:53.04 
47 .25 48.66 1 oO sµJleTr1v 55;36 
:·'.<':::·, •'• 
l :44.93 l :48.07 200 Butterfly 1:58.11 2:01.65 
47.43 48.85 l 00 Backstroke 54:47 56.10 
::::•::-,. 
l :44.02 1:47.14 200 Backstroke l :58.24 2:01 .78 
-.,---.-.,,,:,:,:-:-;.·-·.·.····· 
53.60 55.62 l 00 Breaststroke l :Ol .70 l :03.86 
l :56.55 2:00.87 200 Breaststroke 2: 13.65 2:18.27 
l :46.49 l:49.89 200 lndivid~gJ Medley ' 2:00'.52 2:04;29 
3:46.89 3:54.10 400 Individual Medley 4:15.63 4:23 .60 
1 :18.47 1 :20,82 200 Fre,.e~fyle Re.lay :31.01 l :33.74 
400 Freestyfe Relay 18.95 3:24.91 
80Q Free~~yi~'. S~l9 Y 11.65 7:24':59 
l :26.72 l :29.32 200 Me,c:ij~y Relay l :39. 75 l :42.89 
3:l l.96 3:18.13" 40Q t\1egJ~y Re,lgy 3:38.02 3:44.86 
290.00 l m. Diving (Dual) 255.00 
300.00 l m. Diving ,(<'.:hamp.) 265.00 
310.00 3 m. Diving (Dual) 270.00 
320.00 3 m. Diving (Champ.) 280.00 
290.00 l Om. Platform (Dual) 260.00 
300.00 l O m. Platform (Champ.) 225.00 
·· i:59.43 
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• Graphic Design 
• Short Run Color Printing 
• Print Services From 
Design to Finished Piece 
• Pocket Folders & Sell Sheets 
• Tradeshow Graphics 
• Color Banners & Posters 
• Vinyl Stickers & Outdoor 
Banners 
• Brochures, Flyers & 
Newsletters 
Magazine & Periodical 
Publication 
• Graphic Window Coverings 
• Product Mock-ups, Prototypes 
& Sales Samples 
• High-end Digital Color Proofing 
Fleet Graphics, Inc. 
A Proud Supporter 01 wsu Sports 
50 Years Serving the Miami Valley ................................................................................... 
1419 Business Center Court• Dayton, OH 45410 • (937) 252.2552 • Fax: (937) 252.2105 • info@fleetgraphicsinc.com 
.
OCTOBER 
29 ......... Sat ...... . 
JANUARY 
14 ......... Sat 
.(Alumni Recognition) 
20 ......... Fri ........  ] 'j•i~Ml~MI (Men Only) 
21 ......... Sat .......... J1W.ES1iERN KENml!JCKM 
27 ......... Fri ........... : 
28 ......... Sat ........ 2 
l••i\ 
FEBRUARY 
HOME MEETS IN, 
BOLD CAPS 
All Times Eastern 
